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The Sufi, through creative expression, remembers and invokes the Divine order as It 
resides in a hidden state within all forms. To remember and to invoke, in this sense, are 
the same: to act on a form so that that which is within may become known. The Sufi 

thus re-enacts the process of creation whereby the Divine came to know' Itself. The 
receptacle in which the creation is re-enacted may be an external form such as an 
artifact, or it may be the life form of the mystic which is transformed. Here the very soul 
of the Sufi-to-be reaches towards the Divine centre through the mystic Quest.

THE BEGINNINGS OF 
SUFISM

According to the followers of the Sufi path. Sufism in its essence is timeless: but its 
historical manifestation begins with the descent of the Quran <p. 52). Some sources t race 
the origin to an incident that occurred to the Prophet Muhammad ). One day while 
he was teaching the verse, ’God created the seven heavens’ (65 '12 . a special meaning 
of this verse was revealed to him. Ibn 'Abbas, the great transmitter of his Traditions, 
who was present, was later asked what the Prophet had said. Ibn 'Abbas answered. 'If I 

were to tell you, you would stone me to death.' Through this allusion to the inner 
meaning of things, the meaning which is not comprehensible to all. the inner path to 
Cod was opened (p. 38). The Companions of the Prophet were devout men who 
performed acts of meditation and constant remembrance of the Divine through Its 
Names and througli repetition of the text of the Quran: and alter the death of the 
Prophet this group spread and trained disciples. The name of Sufi w as still unknown.

At the beginning of the eighth century AD (2nd Islamic century), these ascetics came 
to be known as Sufis. The derivation of tills word is not known for certain It may come 
from the word meaning 'wool', referring to the rough woollen garments they wore: it 
may come from the word meaning 'purity'. Some say the word stems from 'line', 
referring to the people who prayed in a line directly behind the Prophet. Still others 
among the Sufis themselves say the word is too'sublime to be derived from anything.

Inanother Tradition of the Prophet, his Ascent or Night loumev (p. 85' is described in 
part in the following manner:

On my spiritual ascent I was taken to Paradise. I was placed before the door of a 
house. Cabriel was at the door. I asked to be let in Gabriel said, 'I am only a servant of 
Cod You must pray to Cod if you want the door to be opened,” and so I did. God said, 
"I open the door only to those who are most beloved. You and your followers are most 
dear.” and the door was opened. Inside I saw a casket made of white pearls. I asked 
Gabriel to open the box. He told me only Cod could do so. I asked it of Cod. and the box 
was opened. God said. ''That which the box contains will be held for you and your 
progeny The box contained two things: spiritual poverty and a cloak When I 
descended, I brought the cloak with me and I put it on 'AITs shoulders, and after'Ali his 
children will wear it.'

Special emphasis in Sufism ts given to the forty Sacred Traditions, in which the Divine 
speaks in the first person singular through the Prophet, although they are not part of the 
Quran The numerous commentaries made upon the Quran by the individual Sufis, 
and the Traditions concerning the Prophet are also essential Sufi sources of doctrine. 
The books of the sayings of the Shi'ite Imams are important, especially those of 'Ali, the 
first Imam of Shi'ism. which brings Shi'ite Islam very close to Sufism. Another important 
source is the great wealth of Sufi poetry, above all the Mathnawf of laial al-Din Rumi (p. 
53), which has been described as virtually a Persian commentary upon the Quran.

Sufism also assimilated concepts through texts which preceded it in time The 
criterion for assimilation was that the foreign element preserved and supported the 
central doctrine of the Unity of Being. The Enneads of Plotinus, for instance, was the 
most complete metaphysical text to reach Islam from the Greeks; and Plotinus was 
known to Muslims as the 'Shaykh' or spiritual master. Teachings of the Pythagoreans, 
especially Niomachus, were also assimilated. The writings of Empedocles on cosmology 
and the sciences of nature received much attention.

The Hermetic writings of the first to fourth centuries AD, preserving the inner 
dimension of the traditions of Egypt and Greece, were translated into Arabic; one 
treatise which appears over and over again is the Poimandres attributed to Hermes 
Tnsmegistus, the founder of Hermeticism. Hermes is traditionally related to Enoch, and 
appears in the Quran as the Prophet Idris.

Zoroastrianism, the religion of ancient Iran, also influenced Sufism. The twin 
concepts There is law in Nature There is conflict in Nature helped to develop the great 
Sufi cosmological themes. The Master of Illumination, Shihab al-Din Yahya Suhrawardi, 
extended certain Zoroastrian ideas in his angelology of lights.

Sufism spiritualized myths and legends from pre-lslamic times, from Persian. Arabic 
and other sources, by ex|M>unding their inner significance. Stories about the Buddha 
were assimilated: Avicenna based his story 'Salman and Absaf on them.

Returning to Quranic sources, the major Old Testament prophets and the sayings of 
David and Solomon were very important to Islam in general and to Sufism. The Virgin 
Mar>' (p. 82), and the miracle of the virgin birth of Christ, the Word of God. as contained 
in the Quran, are important Sufi symbols of aspects of the Truth: for the birth of the 
Word to the Virgin Mary is as the birth of the Word to the unlettered Prophet. The 
miracle of Islam is the Quran, as the miracle of Christianity is the Chnst.

THE CONTAINER AND
THE CONTAINED

Every spiritual way emphasizes a particular aspect of the Truth Christianity, for 
example, is essentially a way of love, the Christian is tied to Christ through love. To the 
Sioux, on the other hand, the most important element is self-renunciation, Islam 
emphasizes knowledge. Sufism begins with the way of knowledge, but carries it to its 
highest form, knowledge which illuminates

The way to illumination is often described as consisting of three attainments: the 
Knowledge of Certainty, the Eye of Certainty, the Truth of Certainty. The distinction 
may be understood by taking lire as the symbol of Truth. To attain the Knowledge of 
Certainty is to know lire after having heard it described. To attain the Eye of Certainty 
is to know fire from seeing the light of its flames The highest attainment, the Truth of 
Certainty, belongs to those who know fire from having been consumed in it.
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Standing on the circumference of Sufism one relates in an outward direction through 
the manifest world. The motion inwards is through the spiritual methods which lead to 
the centre. Secret or Spirit which resides in a state of potentiality in all things. Through 

an awakening to consciousness of the inner meaning of religious practices and rites, 
one becomes aware of that which is hidden, for the Spirit exists whether nr not we are 
conscious of it; if we remain unaware, it remains passive and unactivated, only an 
allusion to the potentiality we contain.

The doctrine and method of Suhsm are based on tW'O concepts. Originating from the 
Quran, these are the two testimonies by which one declares oneself to be a Muslim

law
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Knowledge of Certainty is gained from knowing the doctrine of the spiritual path. 
This forms the body or container of Sufism. The Eye of Certainty consists in the spiritual 
methods and practices c ontained within the body of Sufism, which lead to the Truth of 

Certainty, knowledge which illuminates The relationship of the three attainments may 
be visualized as that of the circumference, radius and centre of a circle. One who 
attains the Knowledge of Certainty is in the position shown in the first diagram: the 
aspect of the Manifest, in which one relates to the world outside through the universe, 
seen in cosmology as the Universal Soul, to its outer limits where it is encompassed by 
the Universal Spirit One who attains the Truth of Certainty is in the aspect of the 
Hidden, in which one relates inwardly from the body or form through the soul to the 
inmost centre. The movement is through the contained (which exists between 
circumference and centre) to the Spirit or Secret (srrr> the centre of consciousness 
which is the point of contact between an individual and the Divine Principle.

The gaining of doctrine is thus a centrifugal learning process, outward from the 
individual human form; the gaming of method is a centripetal learning process which 
must be actually experienced in order that the knowledge gained through doctrine 
may illuminate. Through spiritual practices one gains concentrative contemplation 
and then?by discovers the inner microcosmic Secret.

By incorporating these two diagrams into one we can describe Sufism The 
outermost circumference is as the Law of Islam, the Shan at. All Sufi doctrine originates 
implicitly and or explicitly from here. The need for the Divine Law is often compared to 
Noah's Ark, which one must, like Noah, build out of planks and dowels. The planks are 
knowledges' and the dowels are actions. Without the Ark, one is drowned in the flood 
of materiality, as was Noah s son who refused the l aw brought by his father.
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to truth

From truth 
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of dix trine law, Me
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there u no god but God

Muhammad rasda' (Jah 
Muhammad »the Prophet of God

^UlilUli)
'There is no god but God' and Muhammad is the Prophet of God The first expresses 
the concept of the Unity of Being which annihilates all multiplicity, all separate entities. 
It is to see, in a sense, the common denominator in all the multiplicities of forms, to see 
the unity in multiplicity' of flower, tree and bird; to see that all circles have a centre 
regardless of size The realization of this concept annihilates multiplicity so that unity 
subsists.

The second testimony expresses the concept of the Universal Prototype (most often 
translated as the L'nrversal Man: Through this concept one comes to see 'multiplicity in 
unity . to recognize the centre of the circle as a unity containing all the multiplicities 
and accidents possible in the material world; to know that multiplicity subsists only 
because the unity within subsists.

We indeed created man and We know what M xxJ 
whnpers wirhin him and We are nearer to turn than 
the jugular vein

Quran ft) 16.
trans A. I Arberry
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the preserving o> them oppresses Him not,
He is the All-high, the AK-gldriouv

Quran 2.256.
trans. A / Arbe/ry

The Unity ot Being
Beginning with the statement of belief, fliere is no god but God' and the Quranic verse, 
'Say: God is One' (112:1), the doctrine of the Unity of Being is the basis of Sufi 
metaphysics. Mahmud Shabistari, in his beautiful Garden oi Mystery, says simply: See 
One. Say One. Know One.'

Sufis recognize both the immanence and the transcendence of God at one and the 
same time, and express this in their doctrine. At the same time as God is immanent. 
God is absolutely transcendent. At the same time as God is nearer... than the |ugular 
vein' (50:16), God is above every form, thought or thing in the universe, as described in 
the Throne Verse (2:256). There is a coincidence of opposites here which can lie known 
only through the Intellect or Spirit which shows itself to the mystic through spiritual 
intuition.

The mystic begins with reason, the light of which is a mere candle when placed next 
to the Intellect, seen as the light of the sun. We need the candle when beginning the 
journey in the darkness of the wilderness, but once the illumination of the sun nses, we 
put the candle aside.

Sufism is not a philosophy, in that it is based on the nature of Reality which is 
transcendent. All purely philosophical systems are necessanly closed, since no mental 
form can encompass the Infinite: mental form itself is part of the Infinite. It is only the
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spiritual Heart, the instrument of intuition, which is above forms and capable of holding 

the Throne of Cod,
At one and the same tune, the Sufi realizes an outer state of knowledge beyond the 

Divine l aw and seeks union with the inner I ruth through meditation and invocation of 
the Divine Name Ip. 39). The one who attains is the one who knows through Cod, after 
travelling to Cod, in Cod. The goal of the Quest is for self to step aside and let the 
Absolute know Itself through Itself. As I arid al-Din 'Attlr says Ipp. 36-37): The pilgrim, 
the pilgrimage and the Way are but a journey from self to Self'

The goal of Sufism is to gather all multiplicity into unity, with the totality of one’s 
being, in direct contemplation of spiritual realities; to come to know the qualitative 
unity which transcends the existence it unifies, at the same time as one integrates all 

aspects of self into a centre.
The journey begins with withdrawal from the material worid in which one is 

drowned. To go from multiplicity-in-unity to unity-in-multiplicity, one must first die to 
self: not a biological death but a spiritual one. where the soul dies, and by dying is 

transformed, and then returns to this material worid.
At this moment the multiplicity of the soul (the sensory and psychic forces) 

disappears, and the vision of Unity fills the emptied soul. This is when one sees Cod in 
Oneness. Then, when one returns to consciousness of multiplicity, the Spirit returns to 
all things.

The ultimate meaning of the Unity of Being is 'to see things as they really are': to 
realize that all is reflected in the mirror of one's own being. It is the dissolution of the 
profane consciousness of man who sees all things as independent of Cod: to realize 
that one was never separate from God: that God in His Oneness is both immanent and 
transcendent.

Immanence

Multiplicity m tarty UMy « multipbctlv
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The Universal Prototype
In order to come to know the Unity of Being to realize the coincidence of its opposite 

aspects, transcendence and immanence, one needs a spiritual method The method of 
Sufism is derived from the second testimony of Islam. Muhammad is the Prophet of 
Cod The Prophet serves as the spiritual model by which one seeks to achieve the 
coincidence of opposites within self Ip. 35) He serves as the place of gathering of all 
those universal and particular forms and meanings which are displayed throughout the 
universe <p. 87).

As the founder of Islam, his role follows that of other Prophets who preceded him in 
lime Ip, 97). The founder of every religious tradition is said to be an aspect of the Divine 
Word, the Universal Logos Although the Prophet was the last prophet in the present 
cycle of existence, and is thereby known as the Seal of Prophecy, in essence he was the 
first. This refers us to a Tradition in which he says: 1 was the Logos when Adam was 

between water and clay In essence, the Divine Idea of Che last prophet, Muhammad 
(•-**). preceded the first to come into actual existence, Adam, as a thought is 
completed before it is actualized.

The Prophet is an individual who, in form, manifests all the possibilities of humanity 
Bv marrying and having children, he expresses his human nature Through his receiving 
the revelation while in an unlettered or virgin state, he is the receptacle of Divine 
nature. The Prophet, referring to this aspect of himself, has said, I am Ahmad without 
the m [Ahad means Unity!; I am an ’arab without the ’a [rahb means Lordl; who hath 
seen me hath seen the Truth.' The Prophet is the Universal Prototype who unites the 
inward, eternal aspect of reality with the outward, phenomenal aspect. The Universal 
Prototype comprehends all individualities and unites all opposites in the infinite and 
universal nature of Self. All Divine Qualities are united and displayed. Hence the 
Prototype becomes the means through which the artisan or architect comes to display 
the splendour of creation.

Ibn 'Arabi says: The Universal Prototype stands in the same relation to God as the 
pupil which is the instrument of vision to the eye. Through the Universal Prototype, 
God becomes conscious of Self in all the Divine aspects The Universal Prototype is the 
eye of the world, whereby the Absolute sees Its own works.'

The Universal Prototype or Logos symbolizes four aspects of Divine manifestation. 
The Logos is the uncreated', pre-existent aspect within things: in the move towards 
creation it is the firstborn of God. the first to contain thingness. The Logos is also Light 
when chaos, die abysmal darkness, ended and moved towards order. Light came into 
being, of which wisdom is only a reflection, lhe Logos is also the active agent in the 
work of creation, the creative directing principle of the universe. Finally, the Logos is the 
prototypical human form. It is God's own image, the centre of the universe and the 
Spirit of the Absolute. It is the Word made manifest.

The possibility of becoming the Universal Prototype exists potentially for all Muslims 
The difference between one who is awakened and one who remains asleep, and the 
difference in the levels attained by the awakened, depend upon what Sufis call 
preparedness This preparedness is one's primordial nature. A comparison with light 
and with water is often made to further describe this term. All are potentially as unified 
white light which, when passed through a pnsm, assumes a variety of colours which 
existed in potential in the very nature of the light itself. The potential within light or 
within self, the preparedness of the human form, determines the ability to actualize 
spiritual intuition. In the same sense: water appears as water, but its taste varies 
according to the place from which it has been gathered, as primordial nature varies 
from form to form although outwardly not apparent.

Each Sufi seeks to become the Universal Prototype. The method of attainment is 
invocation (p. 391, a process which must continue until one can be described by the 
Sacred Tradition in which God says, My servant never ceases drawing nigh unto Me, 
and when my servant does so, I become the Hearing by which he hears, the Seeing by 
which he sees, the Hand by which he seizes and the Foot by which he walks.’ The Sufi 
witnesses' when in full consciousness of the Divine Presence (pp. 102-3). To do so is to 
worship God as if you saw Him. and if you do not see Him Iknow intuitively). He sees 

you . It is to know that God is always in the direction towards which one prays and 
invokes.
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Sufis often refer to the saying Cod spreads the scrolls upon the heavens until man 
learns to read them Once he can read them, he can roll up the scrolls and put them 
away The cosmos, known to mystics as a veil, as allusion, and as separation, is referred 
to in the Quranic verse, VVe shall show them our symbols in the horizons and in 

themselves, until it be made known to them that it is lhe Truth' (41:53k
The cosmos has two aspects Known through the Tradition Cod created seventy 

thousand veils of light and Darkness’, lhe first is expressed in the statement that the 
universe is not God. The universe is relative, transient, changing; therefore it is 
otherness, separateness, a veil which separates us from God. In its other aspect, the 
universe is none other than God. because it is the universe which reveals the Divinity. 
Therefore, the cosmos both hides and reveals, veils and makes manifest To the Sufi, the 
world is transparent, because the Sufi sees the transcendent significance of physical 

things, and this is expressed and reflected in art ip. 33).
In a sense, the cosmos falls between the concept of the Unity of Being expressed as 

multiplicity in unity, and that of the Universal Prototype, expressed as unity in 
multiplicity. The cosmos is both container, expression of the Unity of Being, and 

contained, expression of the Universal Prototype.

The 'Why' of Creation
There is a Sacred Tradition in which the Divine says: 1 was a Hidden Treasure I desired 
to be known, so I created the universe.’ The drama of creation takes place from Not- 
Being to Being, from desire to being known . lhe Divine conceives of the possibilities 
contained within Itself and then brings them forth it is, in a sense, the Mystery as it 
steps out of the primordial darkness into Light.

Why should an Absolute and Infinite Reality express Itself? Hindus say that the 
question is essentially unanswerable, and therefore they refer to Divine play'. Some 
other religions, including the exoteric traditions of Islam, relate it to the imponderable 
element of the Divine Will. Sufism answers: 'For Knowledge of Sell. Each form re
expressed, recalled, remembered, is so that It may come to know Self.

Since the Divine is Infinite, Knowledge of Self is a part of Its Infiniteness. Being Infinite 
and Absolute, containing the totality of possibilities. It must include the possibility of 
negating Self and bnnging the relative into being Therefore the world exists because 
God is Infinite.

The 'How' of Creation
The how’ of creation is conceived as a triplicity. The number One is perfect and 
beyond description It is the principle and origin of all numbers. The first odd number 
then is not one. but three. Three is conceived of as the level of singleness which is the 
Absolute with knowledge' being with knowledge' necessarily implies three - knower, 
knowledge and known la subject, a motion and an object).

Creation begins with the One at the point when It has singleness. This singleness has 
another three aspects which participate in the process of creation. First; there arises 
Knowledge of Self within the One as It moves towards manifestation. At this moment,

Miicrocown Starocovn
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the Archetypes (a'yJn thabitah) or Divine Names and Qualities appear in Divine 
Consciousness. This marks the birth of multiplicity Essence, the Hidden Treasure, 

moves to lhe level of the Divinity. Subsequent to this, there arises lhe Will, based on 
knowledge, to bring the Archetypes from non-existence (phenomenally) to phenomenal 

existence. On the basis of the Divine Will, the Command 'Be!' is issued and lhe universe 
is created.

The above triplicity of Self-Knowledge (itself a triplicity of knower, knowledge and 
known), Will and Command, concerns the Agent. This alone does not produce any 
effect. In order for the Agent to be effective, there must be.* a recognition of the 
corresponding mode of triplicity on the part of the receiver, 'that which is to become 
known Creation can be actualized only when the two triplicities, active and passive 
coincide. Ibn 'Arabi expresses this in the following way:

‘Looking at an artisan [knower) who is engaged in moulding things out of clay [that 
which is to lie known), one might make a superficial observation that the clay in the 
hands of an artisan is sheer passivity, sheer non-action. One overlooks the important 
fact that, in reality, the clay for its own part positively determines the activity of the 
artisan. Surely, the artisan can make a variety of things out of clay, but, whatever one 
may do. one cannot go beyond the narrow- limits set by the very nature of the clay. 
Otherwise expressed, the nature of the clay itself determines the possible forms in 
which it may be actualized.' (T. Izutsu.)

At the moment when the Word Be’’ is Commanded of a thing, there arises in it a 
singleness which contains a triplicity. It is this triplicity contained within the receiving 
form w hich allows a thing to be qualified by existence The first element in the triplicity, 
described as the archetypal essence of a thing which is in a state of non-existence 
waiting to be known’, corresponds to Self-Knowledge on the part of the Agent. The 
heanng on the part of the recipient corresponds to the Will of the Agent. The 
obedience to what is Commanded corresponds to the Command which issues the 
Word Be!' *Whenever We decide something,’ God says in the Quran, *We only say to it 
"Be!", and it comes into existence.' (16:40.) The thing, in response, comes into being 
through its own act, not the act of God

The World of Archetypes. Every religion needs a language to express the motion 
from the One to the many In Sufism, the language of expression is that of the 
Archetypes or Divine Names and Qualities.

The Godhead in Its unmanifest quality is above every quality we could ascribe to It 
This is the Divine Essence about which one can say nothing, for any description would 
only serve to limit or bind It. Divine Essence manifests Itself, however, in the direction of 
Creation through stages, the first of which is the Archetypes, the possibilities contained 
within the Absolute.

Divine emanation is a twofold process intelligible and sensible. The first emanation 
brings the Archetypes into intelligible existence. Known as the Divine Names and 
Qualities, these Archetypes are the possibilities contained within the Absolute. They 
occupy a middle position between the Absolute and the sensible world. They are 
passive in relation to the Absolute, at the same lime as they are active in relation to the 
worlds below them. They are actualized in the sensible, phenomenal world according 
to the preparedness of the particular sensible form which they take on: Ibn 'ArabFs 

nature of the clay itself'
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In Sufism, it is through the Archetypes as Names of God (p. 39) that one invokes, calls 
upon, the Absolute, whether one is transforming one's own soul or the soul of a 
particular object. As the Names are the hierarchies of being between us and the 
Absolute, their existence is essential both to veil the light of the Absolute and to serve as 

a bridge between us and the Divine Essence Ipp. 33,431.
Revealed through the Quran, itself meaning 'Recite!' - To God belong the Names 

Most Beautiful, so call Him by them' <7:1791 - the ninety-nine Names are divided into 
various forms. Often they are classified as Names of Essence, of Actions and of 

Qualities. Names of Essence, such as Ahad, the One, llaqq, the Truth or Absolute, NJ', 
Light and Allah, God (p. 34), concern the Divinity and would exist whether or not there 
had been a creation They are aspects completely independent of us. Names of Actions, 
such as Khalq, Creator, depend upon creation. Names of Qualities include Karim, 

Generous, Ifayy, Living and Shakur, Thankful, the Names are also classified as Names of 
Majesty llalall and Names of Beauty tlamSfl Ipp. 66,67). The mystic invokes God through 
the Names of Beauty, because they symbolize ascent, whereas the Names of Majesty 
refer to the descent of creation.
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This stage of emanation is conceived of as the One (Ahadiyyah) moving towards 
Oneness (Wahic/iyyah); the Archetypes are noumena, forms which are outwardly and 
actually intelligible, but inwardly and potentially sensible.

The second stage of emanation occurs when the shadows of the Archetypes reach 
the world of symbols C 5lam-i-mith5h and the shadows of the world of symbols reach 
the phenomenal world. The phenomenal world is a manifestation of these higher 
worlds and reflects the splendour of multiplicity. The phenomenon is a form which is 
outwardly and actually sensible: it can be grasped by the five outer senses of sight, 
hearing, smell, taste and touch. Outward forms act as sensible containers tor the 
Archetypes, which are in turn intelligible containers for aspects of the Absolute.

The transitional world of symbols is that by virtue of which sensible forms (the 
measurable) correspond exactly to intellections (the unmeasurable). Form is the 
philosopher's stone without which there can be no transformation. That is, 1* can 
mentally comprehend an idea without a form, but I can actualize my own 
transformation only by the practice of rites in the presence of symbolic forms.

The literal making of sensible forms is important because without the expression of 
the potentiality, the preparedness (isli'd.kf', within that which is to be known’, nature 
would lie passive and dormant. By acting on this preparedness the artisan brings forth 
the Spirit within, whether it be in the creation of a carpet, a brass tray or a miniature

The Shadow of the Absolute The universe in Sufi terminology is often referred to as 
the shadow of the Absolute: something which has relative existence by virtue of being 
a sensible determination of an Archetype.

The relation between a shadow and that which casts it is like the relation of the 
phenomenon to the cause of its noumenon, In order to have a shadow, one must have 
three things: first, something which will cast a shadow; second, a place where the 
shadow may fall: and third, light by which the shadow- is made known. In Sufi 
terminology, it is the Absolute in the relative aspect of Self which casts the shadow. The 
place is the world of Archetypes, the place of the essences of possible things. If there 
w ere no place, the shadow would remain intelligible only, like a seed in a tree. The Light 
by which the shadow- is made known is a manifestation of the Absolute as well. Shining 

on the world of Archetypes, it casts a shadow on the low-er w-orld of symbols which 
finally reach the phenomenal world. If the upper world did not veil the Light, and cast 
the shadow- which is all that we see, the Light would be blinding.

A shadow is explained as being the extent of the distance between that which has 
light as its manifested form, like the sun, whose light is of itself, and the light which the 
moon, in its receptive quality, reflects.

The absence of shadow in Persian miniatures reveals that they spring from the world 
of Archetypes which reflects the Light from the Divine. Below this world is the world of 
shadows. It is for this reason that the miniature also ignores perspective, for perspective 
is a sensible phenomenon far from the world of Archetypes: it creates an artificial 
imagination by describing a third dimension too clearly, and the sense of personal 
discovery is removed. Architecture, on the other hand, is devoted to creating shadows, 
for architecture is part of this phenomenal world, and catches the light and casts 
shadows, whereas the miniature reflects pure light.
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The Reflective Mirror. A second concept of creation important to Sufi expression is 
that of the mirror. Before the creation of human beings, the universe had been brought 
into being, but it was unpolished, unrefiective, unconscious of the Divine Presence The 
macrocosmic universe came into being so that the manifestation of Self in the form of 
a Divine Name would have a place’. However, each Name has a particular form, so that 
there arose a multiplicity of particulars There was no place for all the particular forms 
to gather into a unity, so mankind served to polish the mirror. This polishing by 
mankind occurs through unified consciousness of the Divine Presence as It manifests 
Itself within all forms. All other beings reflect only single Qualities of the Absolute 
Together they form a Unity, but without consciousness the Unity is not perfect and 
complete.

The mystic aspires to become this reflective mirror, Polishing the mirror in order to 
make it a place for the Divine Self to see Self depends upon two modes: the first, the 
preparedness' of the place, is the ability to receive, conceive and give birth to the 
second mode, the descent of one of the Divine Names

The Sufi thus becomes the instrument by which the Divine can have a vision of Self in 
another form The mystic, empty of self, then has the capacity to reflect the Divine to 
the Divine. The mystic has been unveiled so that l ight comes to reflect Light. Presence 
witnesses Presence, and the 'desire' for the Name to be known is made manifest
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To the Sufi, creative expression which results from participation mystique - that is, a 
state of being one with nature, although not conscious of the Divine Presence - is an 
expression of one's vision of self within sell. Il is an expression which is not reflective, not 
polished, not aware of the total possibilities inherent in the nature of things. It is only 
through conscious expression that one has the more perfect vision of self reflected in 
the qualities of something else. The only way that expression can serve in its full 
capacity is when it is reflective; it becomes reflective only when conscious of the Divine 
Presence. The reflective surface now reflects something which is contained, a Spirit 
which is not only one's own. This is the Spirit which is universal to all things: to the Sufi, 
it is the 'desire' which exists within things 'to be known'.

The Breath of the Compassionate. The preparedness within a thing, its inner 
Archetype, is actualized in an intelligible form at the moment when its Name flows into 
it through a Word. The Divine Spirit or logos flows into a thing through the process of 
the Divine Breath, the Breath of the Divine Name Rahman, Compassionate. The Name 
of the Compassionate Ip. 55). manifested through the Divine Breath, is just one of the 
many symbolic processes which the traditional craftsman emulates. By blowing or 
chanting the Divine Names upon the form to be transformed, the creative process of 
the breath, which contains the Divine Presence through a Name, transforms the object 
m hand. The creator participates as active agent and the object participates as passive 
recipient.

There is a Tradition of the Prophet in which he says: Cod created the universe 
through the Breath of the Compassionate. The Compassionate 'Rahman' is the highest 
of the Names, Ideas or Archetypes. Where was your lord before creating the visible 
Creation?' someone asked the Prophet. His answer: In a cloud. There was no space 
either above or below. This cloud which the Divine Being exhaled, and in which It 
originally was, receives all forms at the same time as It gives beings their forms. It is the 
act of making things to exist The Absolute, appearing in the Name, Compassion, 
overflowing with goodness, gives existence without limit and without end.

When the desire to be known, the preparedness, arises within a thing the Divine as 
Compassion extends Itself as Archetype to the thing and becomes its receptivity, its 
ability to receive the theophany. This receptivity is actually what the Archetype, in its 
state of concrete essence, desires Therefore, the actual effect of Compassion is to give 
a thing the possibility of receiving sensible existence. Compassion is given without any 
discrimination; Mercy, the complement, is given only for an act done. Compas
sion, in a sense, is the universal form of Divine giving; Mercy is the particular aspect.

Through the Name of Compassion, the Absolute breathes out upon the other Names 
or Archetypes. This breathing out is a means of bringing things into existence. By means 
of the Command Bel' the Absolute through Compassion sends into the external, 
phenomenal world that which has been compressed within It.

The Divine Breath pervades the Universe just as breath is exhaled and so forms 
syllables and words, the Breath of the Compassionate, in exhaling Words (intelligible 
forms!, brings the sensible form into being

This Divine Breath is Nature itself, lust as the Breath contains all the forms of the 

universe in a potential state and actualizes them by exhaling, so Nature holds all forms 
of expression in a potential state of preparedness in which they await the appearance 
of the Breath of the Compassionate, the Spirit, the Logos, in order to be known.

This Breath is essentially the initial act of the metaphysic of love. Love is the cause 
and secret of all creation and thereby the pnnciple of all motion from desire to being 
known. The creation of the world, in this sense, was the motion of love towards 
perfection and completion The Absolute loves to be perfect in both types of forms 
intelligible and sensible.

Ultimately, one who wishes to know the Breath of the Compassionate need only 
know Self, for Self is the lord who is manifested in the form. One’s innermost being is 
most directly expressed through speech. Speech on the human plane reflects the 
Divine Word or Logos; it was the Word that created the universe and it is through the 
Word that it returns to God. Invocation </ikr) is the means of reaching the very 
substance of things within us.

Everything contains the Presence of the Divine. The ideas or intellections in our 
minds are like those Ideas in the mind of the Absolute. A word contains both a meaning 
and the thing itself, which has a form. The meaning is permanent, the Divine Idea: the 
form the thing takes is but a shadow, transient. The Ideas are made temporal through 
the Breath of the Compassionate. In Sufism, Christ symbolizes the particular Divine 
Quality of the Breath of the Compassionate, for it is through the Breath that all things 
receive life. 'When the Word of God comes into the heart of anyone and the Divine 
Inspiration enters his heart and his soul, its nature is such that there is produced in him 
a spiritual child having the breath of lesus that revives the dead.’ (R. Nicholson, 
Mathnawi.i

The 'What'of Creation
The universe, in the Sufi view, is being re-created at every moment. At every moment 
what appears to be a lime-connected universe returns to God. There is continuous, 
instantaneous expansion and contraction.

The manifestation of actualized individual things occurs continually, as in successive 
waves. At every moment creation is annihilated and re-created. With each heartbeat 
we die and are reborn. The world is in intense motion, ascending towards the vertical 
axis within all things to meet the descent of the Absolute in manifested forms. The flow 
occurs in such an orderly, successive manner, according to definite patterns, that we 
are unaware of it, and the world appears to us to stay the same. This ever-new creation 
is a process which only the human form endowed with consciousness of Self can come 
to know. Arabesque patterns, in rugs or in tiles, witness this concept of constant flux. As 
Ibn 'Arabi expressed it:

'The wonder of wonders is that the human form and all other created things are in a 
perpetual process of ascending. And yet one is not ordinarily aware of this because of 
the extreme thinness and fineness of the veil (when one looks at something through a 
very transparent veil, one does not become aware of the veil between oneself and the 
object) or because of the extreme similarity between the successive forms. How 
splendid is God's description of the universe, and of its perpetual renewal with each 
Divine Breath which constitutes an ever new creation in one single entity! But this is 
perceived by only a few, as the Quran says: ‘ "Nay, they are in utter contusion regarding 
the new creation (50:151. These people who do not perceive are in confusion because 
they do not know the constant renewal of things with each Divine Breath (T. IzutsuJ
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The Sufi, whether or not expressing forms outside of sell, is aware of the constantly 
changing forms of the Divine. We come to know the changing forms by realizing that 
we are ourselves constantly changing from one form to another Knowledge of this 
constant transformation of self into a myriad modes and stales leads to knowledge of 

the Divine as It goes on transforming Itself moment after moment in all the possible 
forms of the world. This is expressed in the arabesque and in all rhythmic art forms, 

where, each time one looks, one sees another-facet.

THE HUMAN SOUL It is the soul the feminine principle between body and Spirit, which undertakes the 
Quest and is transformed (see pp. 84-92) from its physical and sensible function to its 
psychic function and thence to its spiritual function, As the soul approaches the 
second transformation, from sensible to spiritual, it becomes what the Sufi calls the 
spiritual Heart, the instrument of intuition. It is the Heart which finally unites with the 
Spirit. It is annihilated and experiences a spiritual death. It is then reborn with the Spirit 
and attains subsistence: it knows that it exists through the Absolute and was never 

really separated from It.
The soul has its origin in the spiritual world When it is attached to the body, it 

descends from the world of Light to this world ol darkness, dark because of its distance 
from the Source. If the body with its desires proves the stronger, the soul becomes 
heavier, more materially oriented, dense and opaque. The veils multiply. If, however, 
this soul becomes aware of its captivity and conscious of its imprisonment within the 
six directions of the body and the four primary elements of earth, air. water and fire, 
then and only then can the journey of the feminine principle begin.

Having fallen into the wodd against its will, it finds itself a stranger, an exile from the 
world of light. The soul must raise itself to the level where it feels its chains and bonds to 
be intolerable, and then, with the aid of its spiritual faculties, which only now realize the 
bondage, free itself and return whence it came. Thus, the moment of consciousness is 
awareness of the exile, the moment when the soul realizes the illusion of this life and 
yearns to return to its Origin where it was one with the light of Unity. Only then does 
the mystic's soul discover where it is, where it came from and where it is to go.

The human form contains the possibility of uniting the opposites within by means of 
consciousness. The soul, the feminine principle of the reflective moon within, is united 
with the Spirit or Intellect, the masculine pnnciple of the sun within ipp. 60-fcli Then 
the desire, which sought knowledge, becomes known Then one has realized the 
Tradition of the Prophet, one who knows self, knows lord The Way of Sufism is to 
become aware oi the possibilities which exist within the human form, to conceive 
them, and then through spiritual practices to actualize them. Ihn 'Arabi says Remove 
from your thought the exterior of words: seek the interior until you understand.' <H. 
Corbin. Creative Imagination... J

lhe soul consists of a threefold hierarchical structure: sensory, psychic and spiritual. 
The soul in its sensory and psychic form is the soul existent within the human form. We 
can. through structural analogy, relate the human form or microcosm to a circle, where 
the circumference is the physical, the radii are the sensory-psychic area, and lhe centre 
is the spiritual The space between the centre and the circumference is the place to 
which the soul descends at conception.
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Having come from the non-physical world, it must first of all become less subtle and 
more concrete. In this process, it becomes rhe vegetative soul (nafc-i-nabatiyyah), 
allowing the form within the womb to have the same function of feeding and growth 
that plants have: the ability to transform foreign substances into its own form.

As the form grows in the womb, it develops the animal soul (na/s-'-hayaw3niyyah>, in 
which it acquires the ability of motion. At birth, the animal soul is completed, as the 
form exhibits various desires. However, not until adolescence does the soul pass from 
potential consciousness to being able to actualize consciousness with the appearance 
of the rational soul tna/s-f-nJiiqa/i The Quest may begin now. The ability to transform 
self has come into existence.

The first stage of the journey is to retrace one's steps, to return to one's primordial 
nature (iitrat). to become a form without desires. That is, one actively denies self-desires, 
and exists with the faculties of feeding, growth, motion and the ability to transform 
foreign substances into one s own form. It is a return to complete potentiality before 
any masks were assumed. To be awakened is to cross the bridge to one's primordial 
nature and then enter through the gateway (pp. 42-43).

The Sensory Structure
Once inside the gatewav the mystic encounters the five senses, the physical 
instruments of the sensory structure. Whereas the first stage consists of denial and 
asceticism, the second is saturation. An eleventh-century commentator upon one of 
Avicenna's mystical recitals says: Know that access to that by which our soul becomes 
knowing begins by way of the senses: so long as we do not perceive sensible things - 
the visible, the audible, the sapid, the odorous, and the tangible - knowledge is out of 
our reach.' IH. Corbin, Avicenna... J

This is perhaps the most treacherous part of the journey, for one is often waylaid by 
the sensory pleasures and detained from journeying further. Desires of the carnal soul 
reappear as the dragon (p. 45), and one must fight one s way forward. Suhrawardi 
admonishes the mystic to move forward quickly, as these pleasures are only dim lights 
in comparison with the remainder of the journey.

The Psychic Structure
The psychic aspect of the feminine principle consists of the five internal senses: 
common sense, imagination, intelligence, memory, and Active Imagination or Intellect 
The functions of these internal senses are described according to form (hayulXf and 
meaning tma'na). That is, common sense is the ability to perceive the forms of things, 
whereas imagination is the ability to perceive meanings. When one has perceived both 
form and meaning, both these psychic structures are operative. One who sees only 
form without meaning, or meaning without form, needs to develop the complement. 
Intelligence is the ability to preserve forms, and memory is the ability to preserve 
meanings. These two functions play a very important role in contemplation. The fifth 
psychic structure is known by many names it is the intuitive ability to govern both 
sensible phenomena and intelligible noumena so that a balance is always preserved
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Sufis call it the spiritual Heart This function, containing both the feminine principle (as 
manifested in the sensible1 and the masculine principle (as manifested in the 
intelligible), must activate and join the two. It is to this faculty that the Angel Gabriel (p. 76) 
relates, by bringing either revelation, which was given to the Prophets, or inspiration, 

which is still given to the Saints.
This psychic structure of the soul has been expressed by ChazJli in an esoteric 

commentary upon the Verse of Light (Quran 24:55: The niche, as a place of gathering 
oi both sound and light in the outer world, is also a place of gathering inwardly for all 
sensory perceptions. A focus point, an aperture in the wall, it symbolizes the first inner 

aspect of the soul, common sense. The glass symbolizes the second, imagination, 
which like glass is part of the materiality of this world and has a definite dimension like 
glass in its making imagination is at first opaque to the light of tile Intellect which 
transcends direction, quality and distance. Once the imagination is clarified and 
refined, it gains a similarity to the Active Intellect, or spiritual Heart, and becomes 
transparent to the light, lust as a glass is needed to protect the candlelight from being 
dissipated by the wind, so the imagination is needed to control intellectual knowledge 
and hold the images together.

The thud symbol, that of the light-giving lamp, is related to the intelligence (that is. 
the thinking function or the function of will), for it is this faculty which recognizes the 

Archetypes or Divine Names and Qualities.
The function oi meditation (formed by memory') and reflection is symbolized by the 

fourth symbol, the tree Meditation begins with a thought and branches out into 
others: its conclusions become seeds producing the further growth of thought. The 
tree is not a fruit tree but the olive tree, the oil of which feeds the lamps: and as 
opposed to other soils, the oil of the olive increases radiance. This is not any tree, any 
meditation, but rather meditation upon that which is neither of the East nor the West'.

The fifth symbol, the oil. relates to the faculty that is sacred within the human form, 
the spiritual Heart, or Active Imagination, or Active Intellect: the Spirit of God within us. 
Existing in potential in all human beings, it is actualized and made luminous in but a 
very few. Tor most people, the acquisition of knowledge must come from without. The 
Active Intellect, on the other hand, is self-luminous with no external source: the oil 
which 'would shine, even if no fire touched it'.

Thus the psyche (the inner senses) is just one part of a larger totality of the feminine 
[Kinciple or soul, incorporating the outer senses, which moves on the mystic Quest 
towards spiritual becoming and union with the Spirit, It is in this phase of the journey 
that one meets with the/inn (p. 44), the psychic forces within They constantly intrude 
with temptations and inclinations which one must actively put aside, or, once again, 
one will be hindered from continuing the journey.
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The Spiritual Becoming
The soul, the feminine principle, the sensible and psychic structure within the human 
form, is of Divine origin; for God breathed His Spirit into it. Once this feminine principle 
has been awakened to the realization that it came from some place' other than the 

physical world, that the physical world is, in a sense, only an illusion, it is overcome with 
an ardent desire to be known and in doing so goes through three spiritual stages.

The first stage is the awakening to consciousness of the existence of the passionate, 
egoistic soul, the soul which commands (nafc-i-ammarah). At the second stage, the 
feminine principles becoming is called the accusing, reproaching soul (nafs-i- 
/awwJmah), the soul aware of its own imperfections and blaming self. Here the struggle 
between good and evil is enacted. Finally, the feminine principle reaches the spiritual 
stage of peace (nafs-r-muta’innah), when it is reintegrated with the Spirit, the masculine 
principle, and at rest in certainty. The Quran calls out: O soul al peace, return unto thy 
lord, well-pleased, well-pleasing. Enter thou among My servants’ Enter thou My 
Paradise'/ (39:29.)

The Gathering of Opposites
The human form is the place of gathering (see p. 102). It gathers two separate dualities 
an inner and an outer. The inner duality exists within the form, and is essentially the 
vision one has of oneself. The outer duality exists between forms; it is the vision one has 
of oneself as reflected in another form.

In the inner duality, men and women are the same The meaning of the form does 
not differ: the masculine and feminine principles of Spirit and soul exist in both, 
irrespective of the outer form. The differences are between individuals, depending 
upon capacity and preparedness

The outer duality consists of the physical forms of man and woman. Concerning the 
role of the physical forms in spiritual reintegration, Rumi says: The physical form is of 
great importance; nothing can be done without the consociation of the form and the 
essence. However often you may sow a seed, stripped of the pod, it will not grow. Sow it 
with the pod, it will become a great tree. From this point of view, the body is 
fundamental and necessary for the realization of (he Divine intention.' (R. Nicholson. 
The Malhnawl.)

Thus it is only through the form that the gathering of opposites may be 
accomplished The form of woman holds the highest essence, and therefore Ibn ’Arabi 
says: 'Woman is the highest form of earthly beauty, but earthly beauty is nothing 
unless it is a manifestation and reflection of the Divine Qualities. It is by means of the 
symbolic understanding of this feminine form that spiritual transformation is achieved 
Ibn 'Arabi continues: Know that the Absolute cannot be contemplated independently 
of a concrete being, and It is more perfectly seen in a human form than in any other 
and more perfectly in woman than in man,’ R Nicholson, The Mathnawi.)

The creation of concrete forms, in which one can come to contemplate the Divine, is 
the very reason for the existence of art. The material in the form created by the artist 
and the creative process itself, are aspects of the feminine principle. The maker must 
play two roles: as a passive recipient to the idea which is conceived and an active agent 
towards that which is to be born.
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As tn woman being both active and receptive, Ibn 'Arabi explains further the point 
that the Absolute is contemplated more perfectly through a woman Ip. 691. In the first
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place, man exists between two feminine principles. The Quran states: 'And He created 
from Adam his mate and out of the two He spread innumerable men and women' (4di.
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Commentators, referring to this verse, say: The wife of Adam was feminine, but the first 
soul from which Adam was born was also feminine.' (T. Izutsu.) That is. Adam <p. 84) 
exists between two feminine principles: the srtul he was bom from, and the soul which 

was horn from him.
Secondly, one contemplates the Absolute either in Its aspect of Agent (expressed in 

poetry as the Lover! or in that of Recipient (expressed in poetry as the Beloved!, or both 
at the same time Ip. 92). Thus, when a man contemplates the Absolute in his own form, 
he sees that the feminine soul was born of the masculine Spirit; this is to contemplate 
the Absolute as active Otherwise he may contemplate the Absolute in its passive 
aspect, because his own form, as a creature, is absolutely passive in relation to the 
Absolute. But tvhen a man contemplates the Absolute through a woman’s outer form, 
or in a state of meditation upon her inner form, he contemplates both these aspects 
simultaneously. Ibn 'Arabi describes the process:

The Absolute manifested in the form of woman is active agent because of exercising 
complete control over man’s feminine principle, his soul. This causes man to become 
submissive and devoted to the Absolute as manifested in a woman. The Absolute is also 
passively receptive because, inasmuch as It appears in the form of a woman, It is under 
man's control and subject to his orders. Hence to contemplate the Absolute in woman 
is to see both aspects simultaneously, and such vision is more perfect than seeing It in 
all the forms in which II manifests Itself. That is why woman is creative, not created. For 
both qualities, active and passive, belong to the Essence of the Creator, and both are 
manifested in woman.’ IR. Nicholson, The Malhnam.)

Active and passive are essentially equal, and one’s preparedness to be awakened, 
and to begin the journey, depends upon both. Preparedness is the ability to conceive of 
the possibilities inherent in Being. It is being receptive in order to conceive. This 
receptiveness is not total passivity but rather the power of receiving’. Ibn 'Arabi 
continues:

There is no distinction between the two qualities, because the receptivity which is 
the power to receive is perfectly equal to the power to act, the former being in no way 
inferior to the latter.' (T. Izutsu.l

They are complements which participate in the gathering together. When the 
artisan is actively conceiving of the possibilities in the transformation of his clay, the 
material remains receptive; and yet the clay determines the activity of the artisan.

To return to the analogy of the circle: the circumference is the outer form, which 
may be either masculine or feminine. The 'process' of reaching centre in either case 
(the radius) constitutes the feminine principle within all things: it is the soul, the motion, 
love The centre itself is the Spirit, the Intellect, the Logos, and is the masculine principle 
which exists in a state of potentiality within all things and is actualized only in the 
human lorm, the place of gathering.

Thus, It is the feminine principle, the soul, which is active, and the masculine 
principle lies within, as Christ, the Spirit, lay within the Virgin Mary. Transformation 
takes place when the container is first made ready to receive through spiritual

practices, and the possibilities, the preparedness, (he Archetypes within, are conceived 
develop and grow. After suffering the pains of birth, the Mary within gives birth to the 
spirit 'p 82). The process is the feminine principle, that which is first born is the 
masculine This is why, in spiritual transformation and rebirth, only the masculine 
principle can Im* born, for the feminine principle is (he process itself. Once birth is given 
to the spirit, this principle remains as Tatima (p. 83), the Creative Feminine, the daughter 
of the Prophet, in a state of potentiality within the spirit reborn.

THE QUEST:
THE ARC OF ASCENT

The process whereby the soul enters the* Arc of Ascent and undertakes the mystic 
Quest lies in the techniques and methods of Sufism, which are centred upon the ability 
one has to concentrate. The object of concentration becomes the Divine and we 
become Divine-centred. Concentration is a very difficult act: it is harder to give oneself 
than to give the fruit of one s action. One s urges are stronger towards outwardness, 
and thus all the methods of Sufism seek the centre. Without the ability to meditate or 
contemplate, it is impossible to control the urges of the soul. You must seek a certain 
stillness; you cannot hear the voice of God until you are still

The method is one of spiritual alchemy. Through transformation, the substance of 
the soul is changed. The liquid in the cup becomes transparent, so that the container 
and the contained bec ome one.

There is a saying of the Sufis: Knowledge without practice is like a tree without fruit." 
Up to this point we have essentially spoken of the process and the doctrine. Now we 
turn to the method; but it is important to remember that practice is never the same for 
all people, whereas the doctrine is.

The first step is to seek a Shaykh <pp. 40-41): for although there have been Sufis who 
have been initiated without a living spiritual master, it is very rare. (Known as uwaisi. 
most of these Sufis have been guided by the Prophet Khizr, who corresponds to the 
Biblical Elijah J The purpose of the Shaykh is to cleanse the heart of the disciple so that 
the disciple may then come to reflect the rays of the beauty of Divine Unity The 
awakening begins with expansion, for that is the centrifugal motion away from the 
contracted ego. (Once awakened and conscious, one must learn a new form of 
contraction.' The awakening may occur in one of two ways: one either has an 
extraordinary experience which enables one- to overcome one’s habits - such as a 
dream, an illness or a great love - or seeks a spiritual retreat <k ha Aval. pp. 94-95), where 
one is forced to cut oneself off from everyday experiences. Spiritual practices need the 
support of external forms ritual artifacts such as the Quran <p. 52), the place of prayer 
(p. 53 . the mosque (p. 42), the niche <p. 47), and calligraphy (p. 103).

Spiritual Methods
Initiation. In Sufism initiation Ip, T8i symbolizes the death and rebirth of the individual 
ego. It Connects the seeker spiritually to the Infinite; it ts the attainment of the covenant 
with Cod.

The power to bestow initiation comes from the Prophet Muhammad h’*) received, 
as one of his functions, the power to initiate individuals into the Divine Mysteries, so
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that mankind could see things in a new way. The various orders of Sufis, each 
associated with a Saint who received great powers along the spiritual Way, extend to 
the present through a continuous chain of transmission which goes back to the time of 
the Prophet. This chain of transmission is the only guarantee of the authenticity and 
regularity of the spiritual Presence. The Presence must come from Cod, and begins with 
revelation; initiation is a means of opening the door. Coing in depends upon one's 

will.

Meditation. The function of meditation is to prevent the mind from going astray 
while the heart concentrates on Cod. The psyche is like a battlefield, or like the sea 
which never ceases creating waves. Il has to be stilled and made to look inward.

Invocation. In Sufism, meditation Uikr) is the passive counterpart of active invocation 
Izikrt. The human form cannot cease to think, but it can transcend thought. In activities 
such as lhe making of music, chanting and the spiritual dance (pp. 90-911. the 
resistance of the restless psyche is gradually worn down, and the body becomes the 
temple of God. empty of self and filled with Self.

However, one cannot transcend will through an act of will: and there is no meditation 
possible without an invocation, a Name of God, given through a spiritual master who 
carries the chain of transmission. This brings the Divine Presence into the sound. 
Human speech is in a special relationship to the soul we are restored to our original 
state, as we were created, through the Divine Word God's invocation of us is the whole 
of existence.

The word zikr, invocation, has really three meanings; to mention, to invoke, to 
remember. When we mention God, we invoke His Name: when we invoke His Name, 
we remember Him. The symbolism of this is a mystery'. God is present in His Names 
because of His love for us.

Within invocation there is a pattern of meditation, which varies according to the 
master and the order The fibre of the universe is the word breathed through the Breath 
of the Compassionate, By invoking God. we give our existence back to Him. There is a 
Divine Substance in the air. and God takes our breath and light and integrates it into His 
being. Most people do it unconsciously. If we can become aware of our breathing and 
the spiritual substance of the breath, then we gain the spiritual energy that resides in 
the air.

As a bridge between lhe daily prayers and the invocation, lhe Sufi begins by 
performing the wird or litany. Every order chooses a verse of the Quran or a prayer of 
the Prophet which is repeated a certain number of times: it is. in a sense, a magical 
formula peculiar to the order. In the wird there are three stages: purification (death', 
expansion (love) and union with God. The repetition continues, either alone or in 
assembly, aloud or silently, until the Sufi identifies the heartbeat with the Divine 
Presence

Contemplation. In contemplation tshuhOd). one concentrates on a visual image or 

on an idea which must have a Divine Quality, that is, one of the positive qualities in lhe 
cosmos such as the virtues of chanty, humility and truthfulness. One either isolates this 
in the mind or puts it in a formula. The contemplation is often performed with bodily 
motion, so that the soul may dissociate itself from the body.

Spiritual Virtues

There are three basic spiritual virtues, stemming from the Quran, which the Sufi 
internalizes. The three are humility (khushu'h charity (karfmati and truthfulness (sidq).

Hie first, humility, corresponds to one's being and not to one's actions. It is the 
realization that God is everything and we are nothing. All manifestation returns whence 
it has come Ibn 'Arabi said that humility is too profound a virtue for Cod to have given 
it to any creature fully. Essentially, it is awareness of two things: first, that, we are non
existent, for actually only God exists; and second, that every human being has 
something to teach us, because, although the human form is limited, the limitations are 
never lhe same in two different people.

Chanty is a virtue very closely connected to nobility. At the highest level it is giving 
self to God. and therefore the supreme charity is to invoke the Name of God. Charity is 
to realize that we have nothing; everything comes from and belongs to God.

Truthfulness lifts us from the plane of existence to the plane of knowledge It is to see 
things in their transparent state: to see things as they really are

The three virtues are internalized when we see the universe as symbolic of the Divine 
Presence; once internalized, anti reflected in the form, the virtues lead us to spiritual 
union with the Source from which we came.

SYMBOLISM It is through symbols that one is awakened; it is through symbols that one is 
transformed: and it is through symbols that one expresses. Symbols are realities 
contained within the nature of things. The entire journey in God is a journey in symbols, 
in which one is constantly aware of the higher reality within things. Symbols reflect 
both Divine transcendence and Divine immanence; they refer to both the universal 
aspect of creation and the particular aspect of tradition.

Symbolism ts perhaps the most sacred of Sufi sciences, for it is through seeing 
symbols that one continues to remember, to invoke. Each time one forgets, and is 
pulled back into the sea of the unconscious psychic forces, one must struggle again to 
remember: and it is only through an understanding of the symbolic that one can do so.

Symbols are vehicles of transmission of Divine realities which transform us by 
carrying us to the higher slates of being from which they originate. Known as a world 
unto themselves CjIam-i-mithM, they are the place of encounter between the world of 
Archetypes or intelligible* and the sensible, phenomenal world. The world of symbols is 
a reflection of the world of Archetypes. Il gathers these universal essences and then 
reflects them down upon this world. The further a thing moves away from the 
intelligible world of illuminated knowledge, and the closer to the sensible world of 
phenomena, the more particularity it outwardly exhibits. Its universal essence moves 
inward, into a state of potentiality.

Everything in creation is a symbol: for everything perceived by the outer senses may 
be conceived through the inner senses as a sign of a higher state of reality. However, 
this symbolic vision takes place, for lhe Sufi, only when the symbol is seen in the 
presence of the theophanic light. This light is the knowledge of illumination, which 
arises after the mystic has passed through the Divine Law. gained the Knowledge of 
Certainty through knowledge of the doctrines of Sufism, seen through the inner
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meaning of practices and rites with the Eye of Certainty, and reached the centre to gain 
the Truth of Certainty. This theophamc light is not seen: it is that which makes one see 
as it makes itself seen in the form through which it shines.

As to the attitude of the individual creator who gives the symbol its concrete form, it 

may lx- a completely unconscious one. in which case one could call it participation 
mystique: oneness with nature. Tradition, for such a creator, has ensured that there has 
been no separation from the sacred, from theOivine order. The expression is one with 
the image created. The creator has never been separated actively from the tradition, 
and rites and practices allow a rhythmic and harmonic transformation which flows into 
the form created.

Alternatively, the artist’s image may be an extension of a super-conscious attitude. In 
this case, there has been a break with primordial nature: a stepping-aside, an objective 
reflection of the natural processes. This may be termed a spiritual awakening. The next 
step is the retracing of the steps, descending back to the point where one was at one 
with nature. By doing so, one unveils one’s ego-oriented attitudes, and each unveiling 
removes a darkness which allows more light to shine through. After this process, one 
rebuilds the container, through rites and practices particular to the tradition to which 
one has been awakened. One is inspired by universal forms, but inspiration finds 
expression only in one’s particular tradition

Prrnwnvnce and < hdngc Thrve primary muttons

A tradition is a Divine norm which maintains the permanence and continuity of the 
particular people who hold it. It relates the whole of life to certain principles which 
transcend the human plane It repeals, recalls, recollects the Divine Ideas or 
Archetypes. It is religion in its most universal aspec t. In its aspect of continuity or 

permanence, it continues a chain of oral transmission which relates it through the 
Vertical Cause to the Source from which all things emanated. Continuity is not simply a 
horizontal line of human history. Continuity pierces the horizontal line with the vertical 
axis of revelation, and thereby relates the tradition to a transhistorical time It is 
tradition, sanctified by revelation, which creates and preserves the universe of forms, 
ideas and institutions. The forms appear in art and in the crafts: the ideas are reflected, 
expressed and recalled in the intellectual development of each tradition; and its 

institutions retain the forms and ideas for future generations. However a symbol has 
been expressed, the Sufi knows that man cannot create symbols he is transformed by 
them’.

To describe or organize or categorize symbols will not exhaust them lor they exist 
whether or not one refers to them. The process is far more complex than this for if one 
remains at this level of description, one becomes absorbed in immanence, which is 
only one aspect of the Divine At the same time as one comes to know immanence, 
one must come to know transcendence, for only then is a transformation possible. and 
the goal of the Quest is transformation.
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Universal and Particular Symbols
There is an essential division in the science of symbolism. Universal lor natural! symbols 

are symbols as they appear in the nature of things They are primordial to mankind, and 
in this sense they are trans-cultural. Particular symbols, or even particular in
terpretations of universal symbols, differ according to the various traditions. They are 
sensible or intelligible forms consecrated by God through revelation to become 
vehicles of Divine Grace. They possess, in a sense, the theophanic light which confers a 
dimension of transcendence on the particular tradition in which they are revealed.

In Sufism, universal metaphysical symbols - expressed particularly in architecture, 
music and calligraphy - stem from the Quran, the Word; and the Word contains the 
Names and Qualities Symbols connected to sound light and the Intellect are among 
the most profound expressions in Sufism. The Word is both a sound and a light, for the 
light is the meaning of the Word. The Word is as a mirror where the Divine reverberates 
outwardly. It is through sound that the world will be re-absorbed at the Day of 
Judgment. The niche 'milirjf), p 47), which directs one towards Mecca and towards the 
Ka'bah (p. 46), and the porch Gwin, p. 79), which waits patiently to catch the light, 
symbolize the Presence of the Divine Name Nur, Light.

Particular symbols may be divided into many categories, according to the means of 
expression. There are cosmological tpp. 56-571 and psychological (pp. 68-71) symbols, 
and symbols of revelation (pp. 72-83), as well as particular interpretations of universal 
symbols. Each one of these areas in Sufism is traditionally a science based on the Quran 
and interpreted through ta'wll, the art of spiritual hermeneutics.

The best example of a good word, 'Abu Bakr Sir3j al-Din tells us, ‘is a Divine Name 
recalled, remembered invoked in an upward aspiration towards the Truth. The firm set 
root of the tree is the Iz/kr, invoc at ion L itself uttered with firm set purpose. The Heaven
reaching branches represent the tremendous import of the (invocation] as it passes 
upwards throughout the whole of the universe and the fruit of the tree is the Reality in 
w hose remembrance the invocation is performed.’

As to cosmological symbols, the cosmic mountain, Qal, refers to the renewal of the 
world the rejuvenation of the cosmos (p. 56) The mountain symbolizes the infinite 
expanse of the sky, the single and highest point in space. It is the Source of the whole of 
the cosmos, and yet only a point in the Divine Infinity. As one descends towards the 
lower states of being, the horizontal dimension expands. The further from origin one is 
the more one has a sense of expansion, but one is moving away from the centre.

Mountain climbing corresponds to the inner aspects of life. The Divine Law is the 
horizontal base One needs a guide to climb: one < an climb a mountain by many paths 
but one needs to follow one made by experienced people The higher one climbs, the
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smaller things below become, but the further one can see. The higher one moves 
spiritually, the more vision one gains. Only at the peak can one see the other peaks.

The mountain has trees and plants and is lull ol natural forms; then one passes the 
tree-line and enters the workl without forms. One passes from form to formlessness, 
from sensible to intelligible. The name ol the person who reaches the top of the cosmic 

mountain is Simurgh Ip. J6).
The Pen and the Guarded Tablet are alsd cosmokrgical symbols from the ink of 

Drone Knowledge Cod wrote the essential existence of all things through the Pen, the 
masculre principle operatise tn creation; existent things are words inscribed upon the 
Guarded Tablet, tin- Universal Soul or lemmine principle operative m the universe The 
Pen and the Guarded Tablet stem from the Tradition If all the oceans were turned to 
ink one would still not be able to descnbe all the Qualities of Cod. Another Tradition 
which refers to them is; God wrote the Quran upon the Tablet. The first drop of ink was 
Ute dot under the letter b which begins Bismi Uah. Iln the Name of Cod. p. 551’ 
The Pen produces the point; the point is the centre; the centre 6 the Divine Source

One of the most beautiful of all symbols, which has found unexcelled expression in 
Islamic architecture carpet design and poetry, is that of the Cardens of Paradise. 
Paradse is described in the Quran (55:4S-75) as being four gardens. These are 
interpreted esoteiically as four stages through which the mystic travels on the inward 
journey. The four gardens are called the Carden of the Soul, the Carden of the Heart, 
the Calden of the Spirit, and the Carden of Essence.

As the mystic begins the ascent through the Cardens of Paradise, the point a 

encounter is the Carden of the- Soul. This is the feminine principle w ithin, structured bv 
gateways of sense. In order to enter the mystic must gather together the inner senses 
or facult les of intuition. The object sought by these faculties is the spiritual Heart, which 
is the abode of intuition. The mystic encounters penis in entering this garden as the 
soul is pulled away from centre by physical desires. The mystic is in a state of 
receptivity, with a readiness to be satisfied; but if the soul is actually satisfied, the mystic 
is expelled from tlie garden much as Adam was expelled from Eden.

The mystic perseveres and steps bey ond the gateway into the Carden of the Soul 
|>roper. The garden contains three things; a fountain, flowing water and the fruit of 
trees The fountain symbolizes perceptions of particulars; forms and ideas Having 
reached this fountain, the mystic gains Knowledge of Certainty.

The water which is found here symbolizes light: knowledge which gushes from the 
fountain of the Spirit, flows to the Carden of the Heart, and from there feeds the 
faculties of intuition which are partially veiled by psychic forces here m the Carden of 
the Soul.

The waters give full flavour to the fruits grown from trees (thoughts) of meditation. 
Particular objects of perception are no longer outward-directed: the mystic, in a sense, 
seals the gateways and then m the Carden ol the Soul, through meditation, is able to 
refer the particular nbiects of perception beyond their particular meaning to their 
Archetypes in the Carden of the Heart. The mystic makes useof the thinking function in 
its highest form.

The mystic knows further that even the Archetypes are but shadows of higher 
realities The Archetypes, as universal forms, flow to the Carden of the Soul and to its 
fountain or source which then feeds Itsfruit

The mystic then turns towards the next Rarden, the Garden of the Heart These two 
gardens, that of the Soul and that of the Heart, together symbolize the totality of the 
perfection of human nature

The Garden of the Heart is structured by the feminine principle's spiritual becoming. 
It is the abode of intuition, ruled by the spiritual Heart or Active Intellect, known 
traditionally as the instrument of gnosis, or illuminated knowledge. Toenter, the mystic 
must leave reason behind.

As the mystic enters this second garden, further perils present themselves. Until the 
mystic reaches the fountain of this garden and eats of the fruit of the tree, there is a 
danger of falling, due to the potency of psychic forces.

The mystic enters the garden and finds a fountain water which flows, a tree and fruit 
of this tree. The fountain is the fountain of Life* or Immortality. By drinking of this 
fountain, the mystic attains to the Eye of Certainty, that is. reaches direct contact with 
the Spirit; for the water of this fountain originates from the Garden of the Spirit.

The water which flows in this garden is the Intellect, knowledge which has been 
illuminated by revelation. Having left reason behind, which relates to the sensible 
world, the mystic’s soul is fed by the Intellect which rules the intelligible or spiritual 
world.

The tree in this garden is the Tree of Life or Immortality: its fruits are universal 
meanings which relate all forms and images to the inner sameness existing within all 
things. Universal meanings may be taken by the mystic, however, only when there has 
been a phenomenal image, an imprint upon the soul.

Having gathered particular and universal meanings from these first two gardens, the 
mystic moves inward to the Carden of the Spirit. This garden is structured by a higher 
and a lower part. The lower part contains the seven Prophets of one’s being one’s 
seven subtle forms which corresjsond in the macrocosm to the seven visible planets 
(see p. 97). At the division between the lower and up|ier parts of the Garden is the 
flowering of the Tree of Knowledge. Its roots are in the lower part, but its fruit grows in 
the up|>er regions. The higher part of this garden is known as the Garden of Refuge. 
Here, structurally, the feminine principle is reaching towards completion in the 
masculine principle.

To enter this Garden of the Spirit, the mystic's preparedness or potentiality has been 
reabsorbed in primordial nature The mystic is on the verge of union with the Secret, the 
spiritual centre or mystery within

Perils still present themselves. The mystic is reabsorbed in the light of Muhammad 
(—>, the logos, the Spirit, which was 'when Adam was between water and day’. At this 
point, the mystic sees with the eye of this light and sees all lights unveiled. If not fully 
prepared, the mystic slips back to ordinary vision and loses the direct contact with the 
Spirit.

The mystic enters the Carden of the Spirit and finds a fountain, water which gushes 
forth, a tree and fruit of that tree. The fountain is the Fountain of Knowledge which is 
illuminated by the Spirit. It is the contemplative Truth of Certainty, the knowledge of 
Illumination, knowledge of the Oneness of all Divine Qualities. The Fountain of 
Knowledge appears like veils of light, not darkness, behind each of which shines the 
Light of Essence Itself. The water in this garden gushes forth of Itself: it is like the oil in 
the Verse of Light which burns though no fire touched it'.
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rhe Tree of Knowledge grows next to the fountain, it stretches itself to the 
uppermost boundaries of the Spirit. The fruit of this garden is the date from which the 
Virgin Mary nourished herself after giving birth to the Spirit. This fruit symbolizes 

contemplation of Divine Light and the appearance of Divine Majesty and Beauty. It is 
the fruit of the station of the Spirit, where only a kernel of individuality of the mystic 
remains; in this garden the kernel receives nourishment and delights from the fruit of 

contemplation.
Finally, the mystic enters the Carden of Essence Its form consists of the masculine 

and feminine principles uniting in the stage of annihilation, being reborn in the 

illuminated knowledge of the Unity of Being
To enter, the mystic must lose all traces of individuality The Divine Self can now see 

Self reflected in the polished’ mirror of the Sufi, empty of human self. The only peril in 
this garden is to the mystic's individuality, for it dies a spiritual death,

Upon entering this Garden, the mystic finds the Fountain of Knowledge of the Unity 
of Being: the water which gushes forth is pure l ight The fruit of this Carden is the 
pomegranate, the symbol of integration of multiplicity in unity, in the station of Union, 
conscious of Essence. Consumed in the Light, no individuality remains; the mystic has 
reached the goal of the Quest, the Truth of Certainty.

Now the mystic redescends through the Arc of Descent back to the phenomenal 
world in a state of subsistence. Seeing the gardens in reverse order, the mystic 
completes the circle in knowing the Carden of Essence as Light, where the Knowledge 
of Unity gushes forth: the Garden of the Spirit, symbolized by the sun. where 
Knowledge of the Oneness of all Divine Qualities gushes forth of Itself: the Carden of 
the Heart, whose waters flow from the Intellect and whose Fountain of Life is fed by the 
Iountain of the Spirit as the moon receives the light of the sun: and finally the Carden of 
the Soul. The Garden of the Soul is as moonlight, reflecting the Unity of Being, the 
Spirit and universal meanings into all particular forms. Subsisting through Cod, the 
mystic, now Sufi, has returned from tire Quest.
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THE IOURNEY TO COD The Awakening
The journey to God begins with an awaken
ing to the concept that the phenomenal 
world is a veil which conceals the Divine.
VX e begin the Quest by removing the veil, 
only to become aware that the veil and the 
Divine are one and the same thing The veil 
is the theophany itself. the manifestation of 
the Divine through Its Names and Qualities 
When we see the veil, we are seeing noth
ing but the Divine. (Inside the Shaykh l.ut- 
tullah Mosque, Isfahan, Iran, 17th cJ



The Call
The awakening of consciousness is acti
vated by intuitive perception of the sym
bolic meaning of the two testimonies 

whereby one declares oneself to be a Mus
lim I he first, 'rhere is no god but Cod. dis
closes the Name CA/Qhl by which one first 
comes to know the Divine One who comes 
to know the Divine is described as one 

whose heart and purpose are drowned in 
God. so as to see nothing but Him'. The 
second tiwtimony is Muhammad is the Pro
phet of Cod' Io the Sufi, Muhammad< 
is the Universal Prototype (see p. 10': the 

place of gathering of all possibilities. The 
emulation of the Prophet, aided by Divine 
Grace, allows the transrormation of the 
mystic into a similar reservoir of possi
bilities The word Muhammad means the 

one praised’. (Calligraphic* of 'God, Glory 
be to Hts Majesty', All3h /a// lalalhu, and 
Muhammad is the Prophet of God, 
Muhammad rawla 'llah. by Jalil Rassouli, 
after Hagia Sophia Mosque, Istanbul'
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The Gathering
The gathering lx*gins at the level of the 
spiritual far ulties of intuition. These are 
symbolized by the birds, whose language is 
the language of self and contains know
ledge of the higher states of being And 
Solomon was Das id’s heir and he said.' O 
men, we have been taught the language 
of th? birds and all favours have been 
showered upon us" ‘ (Quran 27 : 1S> This 
language of the birds in the human world is 
rhythmic language, and the? science of 

rhythm (see p 1101 is the means b\ which 
one reaches the higher states of being

In the story of The Confe/enc e of the 
Birds, by the twelfth-century Persian poet 
’Attar, the hoopoe (left), the symbol of 
inspiration, assembles the birds (or farulties) 
to begin the Quest for the fabulous 
Simurgh. Those* who are attached to lhe 
phenomenal world give excuses for not 
making the? journey. The nightingale that 
aspect of self caught in the exterior form of 
things, cannot leave the rose the duck 
cannot leave the water, the hawk cannot 

leave its prey Only those faculties which 
have been awakened to the inner aspect of 
things, and see beyond materiality, choose 
to make the journey towards completion.

At the end ot the Quest, the birds find 
that the Simurgh (above1 has been with 
them, guiding them from within, through
out the journey. Die goal of the Quest is 
the Sell. (The Conference of the Birds, 
details from ms of Mjntiq al-Tayr, by Farid 
al-Din ’AtlJr, miniatures by Habib Allah. 
Iran, 17th c.: the* Simurgh. detail from ms. 
of Shah Nameh. by Firdawsi. Iran 17th c )



Initiation and Invocation Through initiation, following the example of 
the Prophet as related in the Quran. God 
was well pleased with the believers [the 
Companions of the Prophetl when they 
swore allegiance beneath the tree' M8 18>. 
the Shaykh re-enacts the covenant 
between man and the Divine Presence in 

the giving of the outward symbols of the 
order. These allow the initiate to know 
aspects of self as reflected in external 
forms The bowl (kashkuf) symbolizes the 
individual's passive, receptive nature. The 
double axe ffabarl symbolizes the indi
vidual's active nature as agent The animal 
skin IpusfJn) serves the purpose of orien
tation in two ways, first it is upon this place 
that one sits and meditates; second, it is to 
this space that one relates one's posses
sions. To own more than would fit upon 
this skin, or more than would fit in one's 
chantah or rug bag, is to have reached the 
state of forgetfulness

The names of God which are recited bv 
the various orders and included in their 
invocation, are the means by which the 
soul passes from stage to stage in its jour
ney The Names invoked vary among the 
orders, but they are usually seven in num
ber A branch of the Khalwati Order invokes 
the first testimony as the first Name, and six 
other Names, la ilaha illa'Uah, There is no 
god but Cod'. is repeated 100,000 times 
when the animal soul (Quran 12 : 53) pre
vails, before the initiate is prepared to 
be given the second. The Shaykh then 
breathes the second Name. Allah. God into 
the ear of the initiate whose soul comes to 
know its own imperfections (Quran 75 : 2). 
Third is, HO, He. the stage of the inspired 
soul (Quran 91 :7-fll The fifth Name given 
by the Shaykh is Hayv: this Name sym
bolizes the contented soul. The sixth Name. 
Qavyum, the Eternal, is the journey of the 
satisfied soul The seventh and final Name 
breathed into the ear of the mystic by this 
order is QahhSr. the Subduer. This Name 
symbolizes the stage of the perfected soul, 
journeying from the world of Unity back to 
multiplicity through subsistence ibaqSh. 
(Carpet of Sufi Darvish symbols, the Seven 
Names invoked by the KhalwatT initiate 
under the direction of the Shaykh, callig
raphy by lalil Rassouli.)
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The Guide

As one can be activated only through a 
form outside one s self it is necessary to 
seek out a living spiritual master as a guide 
in the journey to Cod

The Divine Kame Hidi. Guide, contains 
two aspens. The first, known as takwrni, is 
universal: it exists within creation What
ever is created is naturally, through an un
conscious process, shown the Wav ot the 
return: He is the One who gave unto 
everything its nature, then guided it aright 
(20 : 50' ChazJli expands this aspect of 
HJdr He guides the young bird to pick up 
seeds from the time of its hatching: He 
guides the bee to building its house in a 
hexagonal form for to worship, to give 
praise, is inborn.

The second aspect of guidance, tashrJ?, 
the guidance that comes from Revelation, is 
more particular, in the sense that it relates 
to the consciousness of the human form; 
for it is through tashn i that Cod sends 
Prophets and Divine l aw Only guidance 
through the Divine I aw shows one what to 
worship, what should be praised The role 
of the spiritual master in Sufism, who con
tinues to reflect the Divine Grace bestowed 
upon the Prophet is to guide the initiate 
through Divine Revelation towards the 
straight path in the journey to Cod. (Carpet 
depicting Nur 'AH Shflh, 19th-c. Shaykh of 
the Ni'matuliahi Order painting of Hajji 
Bektashl. Uth-c. founder of the Bektashi 
Order!

' '■
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The Gateway 
and The Bridge

Through initiation one enters a gateway 
and sets out across a bridge. The gateway, 
in architecture, expresses movement 
through defined space. The implied sense 
of passage that the gateway brings is a 
necessary first step of the |ourney The 
bridge symbolizes the human being as 
mediator between heaven and earth, as 
container of both human and divine 
nature, and it relates to the role of mankind 

both as the vice-regent of God on earth, 
responsible for preserving nature, and as 
the servant of God. acting out His will On 
the spiritual journey these two concepts 
must be bridged, so that one retains the 
balance of one's own nature while at the 
same time realizing that all is God, (Gateway 
to the Shaykh Lutfullah Mosque, Isfahan, 
Iran, 17th c ; Khw3j0 bridge, Isfahan, Iran, 
16th c.)



Perils
Entering the gateway in the journey to God 
brings one into a dichotomous situation. 
One has embarked upon the Way; but 
one's psyche has been opened to all the 
perils that the journey offers These perils 
are often described in traditional myths as 
the demons Q'inn) or as the dragon

The /inn, or psychic forces of nature, 
appear as both sensible and intelligible sub
stances. While mankind is created of clay, 
and angels of light, the /inn originally ap
peared as smokeless vapours, /»nn are both 
the hostile forces in nature, still not sub
dued by man. and the means whereby one 
achieves salvation, /inn may be of either 
sex. and they live collectively with a leader. 
All their activities take place at night, and it 
is the /inn who inflict illnesses both physical 
and psychic. One is admonished to pass by 
quickly, or they will delay the journey.

In astronomy, the dragon relates to the 
nodes, two diametrically opposed points of 
intersection between the paths of the moon 
and the sun. Its head is the ascending node, 
its tail the descending node An eclipse can 
occur only when both sun and moon stand 
at the node's. To the mystic, the dragon 
symbolizes the place of encounter between 
the moon and sun within (see pp. 60-61). 
The dragon can either devour the moon, 
seen symbolically as the mystic s spiritual 
Heart, or it can serve as the place or con
tainer of conception. By entering the 
dragon when the sun is in the nodes, the 
moon or Heart conceives Thus, in full con
sciousness of the perils, one must enter the 
dragon in order to await the edipse in its 
cosmic womb. (Tahmuras defeating the 
linn; Fsfandiyar killing the dragon details 
from ms. of Shah Nameh, by Firdawsi, Iran, 
17th c.)



Orientation
One of the most important rites ot Sufism 
is that of orientation, in particular to the* 
Centre to which one orients one's daily 
prayers, the Ka'bah. To the Sufi it sym
bolizes the Divine Essence, while the Black 
Stone within it symbolizes the human spiri
tual essent e. The pilgrim c ircumambulates 
it seven times in two rhythmic patterns, and 
thereby, essentially, spirals around the ter
restrial centre which is none other than the 
Vertical Cause, the Divine and cosmic axis.

The niche, mihrab. in a mosque is orien
ted towards the Ka'bah, and it is the place 
where the leader in prayer stands and re
cites the daily prayers. The niche reflects his 
incantations of the Divine Word to the 
congregation, who then repeat the words 
after him. The Divine words which rever
berate from the niche are symbols of the 
Presence of Cod. It is this that evokes in the 
Sufi his motivation towards prayer, tor the 
miracle of Islam is the direct transformation 
of the Divine Word, in the Quran, by ritual 
recitation and invocation. (The Ka'bah, 
Mecca: the mihrab in the Shavkh Lutfu!l5h 
Mosque. Isfahan, Iran. 17th cJ
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When a rue ts performed without know
ledge of its symbolism, its metaphysical 
quality remains hidden, inactive. This is par
ticularly true of the hie of ablution. Water is 
the medium of the ablution inseparable 
from Muslim prayer; but in itself it is only 
the symbol of the purifying Absolute Water, 
the pure spring of the Spirit w'hich flows in 
the heart of the transformed mystic. and 
which in a true sense is the Fountain of Life.

Traditionally, the place of kindred souls 
of the spirit is the khSnaqSh an earthly 
Paradise a space filled by tlx- unrestrained 
poems and songs of the Sufi. Shihab al-Din 
Yahya Suhrawardi describes the 
brotherhood Do not withhold words from 
the fit The unfit themselves, irom the words 
of the people of truth, become weary. 
The heart of the unfit and strangers towards 
truth is like the wick of a lamp which has 
been filled with water rather (han oil No 
matter how many times you light it. it will 
not light But the heart of a friend is like an 
oil lamp which draws and mixes fire from a 
distance (Fountain in the Garden of fin, 
K<Tsh<ln, Iran, IGth < . The Ni 'matullihi 
KhAnacph, MihJn. Iran. ISlh CJ
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The motions of the body in the daily prayers 
standing, bending and prostration - imit

ate exactly the ascending, descending and 
horizontal motions of the Spirit in creating 
the world, that is, in manifesting Self Ritual 
prayer, in repeating these gestures, re
enacts the Creation. The prayer of God is 
His aspiration to manifest Self, to see Self in 
a mirror, but particularly in a mirror which 
itself sees Him. This mirror can only be the 
faithful, whose lord He ts. and in whom He 
invests one of His Names. The rite of prayer 
fulfils this Divine aspiration by becoming 
the mirror of the Face whereby lhe Sufi, in 
prayer, comes to see the Face of God in 
the most sacred niche oi self. But the Sufi 
would never see the Face of Cod if his 
vision were not itself the prayer of God.

Daily prayers are performed upon prayer 
carpets whose pattern incorporates a niche 
The niche may hold a lamp or, as in the 
sevenfold family prayer carpet here, it may 
hold the cosmic tree. (Multiple prayer car
pet. Samarkand, 19th c.; Shrine of Shah 
Zadeh I tuseyn. Qasvm, Iran, 19th c.l
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lhe Sufi orients self, in particular, to the 
Quran. Revealed to the Prophet while he 
was in an unlettered or virgin state, it is the 
very substance of Cod; and all of Sufism 
can be traced to it It literally means reci
tation’, and it calls out to the Sufi to return 
through the Word as it was revealed to 
.Muhammad It has been expressed in 
many art forms, but, in particular, in callig
raphy Its most important role to the Sufi is 
as the source of remembrance and 
evocation.

Finally, the orientation is towards empti
ness and total receptivity spiritual death 
One of the most famous sayings of the Pro
phet is Die before you die The tomb room 
in Konya of lalal al-Din Rumi, the founder of 
the Maulawi Order is actually the place of 
his wedding; for llx> night of his death is 
celebrated with all the joy that surrounds a 
wedding. It is through death that he is finally 
united with his Beloved. (Page of ms. of 
Quran. Iran 16th < : tomb room of Maulawi 
Order, Konya, Turkey, 1 llh cJ



In the Name ol God
THE JOURNEY
IN COD

The chapters of the Quran begin with In 
the Name of Cod, the Compassionate, the 
Merciful' In a sense, all of Sufism is con
tained in these words. All things are created 
m the Name of Cod. The Name All3h con
tains all the Names, and every mystic re
turns through one of them. But a Name is 
not only what the mystic expresses the 
process of invocation itself - the why and 
how of expression - constitutes the Breath

of the Spirit, which is the Divine Name Rah- 
min. the Compassionate: Cod taught the 
Quran through the Compassionate 
(55 : 1>. The Compassionate is the Divine 
Breath which breathes life into all forms 
The mystic mirrors this process through 
the process of invoking a Name.

The mystic now journeys in Cod, con
scious of the Divine Presence in all forms 
and simultaneously aware of the Divine 
Reality which transcends all forms. This is 
essentially a journey in symbols, forms 

which serve as the transmutative force as 
the mystic moves closer to Cod

Every symbol has many facets and levels 
of interpretation. One approach to their 
understanding is to begin with the cos
mological symbols ipp 56-67) and their 
corresponding psychological symbols (pp. 
68-71). and finally view religious symbolism, 
both universal and particular, in the context 
of Sufism (pp. 72-921 (Calligraphies of 'In the 
Name of Cod', and The Compassionate, 
the Merciful', by laid RassoulU
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Cosmological Symbols
The inner symbol of the cosmic mountain, 
Q3f has been expressed in the following 
way: 'What separates man from divine 
Reality is the slightest of barriers. God is in
finitely close to man, but man is infinitely far 
from God. This barrier, for man, is a moun
tain .. . which he must remove with his 
own hands. He digs away the earth, but in 
vain, the mountain remains: man how
ever goes on digging in the Name of God. 
And the mountain vanishes It was never 
there' (F. Schuon. Stations of Wisdom.)

The Cosmic Tree, Tuba, in its macrocos- 
mic form grows at the uppermost limits of 
the universe In its microcosmic form, its 
cultivation depends upon the mystic. In a 
tradition of the Prophet it is related that 
'the Tuba is a tree in Paradise. God planted 
it with Hts own hand and breathed His Spirit 
into it’.

Ibn 'Arabi desc ribes this symbol in both 
its forms. In its macrocosmic aspect, it is 
associated with the Cosmic Mountain on 
top of which the Cosmic Tree grows. The 
whole of the cosmos is seen as a tree, the 
Tree of Knowledge, which has grown from 
the seed of the Divine Command. Be" 'see 
p. 13). The Tree has sent down its roots, sent 
up its trunk, and spread out its branches, so 
that this world, the world of Symbols, and 
the worid of Archetypes, are all contained 
by this Tree

As it is manifest in a macrocosmic 
aspect, so it is hidden in the microcosmic 
form. It is the symbol of wisdom which, 
through roots in meditation, bears fruit of 
the Spirit. (Cosmic Mountain, from ms. 
anthology of Persian poems, Behbahan. 
Fars, Iran. 14th c . flannel appliqu* work. 
Isfahan. Iran, 1Sth c.)
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The symbolism of geometric patterns is 
generated from the number one through 
the concept of symmetry. Correspondence 
in size, shape and relative position of the 
parts to the whole is their ordering prin
ciple. Bilateral symmetry is that of a form 
divisible into two similar halves by either of 
two planes passing at right angles to each 
other; radial symmetry is divisible into 
equal symmetrical portions by any of three 
or more planes passing through the axis: 
both symbolize the cosmic processes 
characterized by extension in all directions, 
by boundlessness and by infinite divisibility. 
(Detail of the portal sanctuary of the Friday 
Mosque, Varamin, Iran, 14th c.; tiles, Mo
rocco. 16th cJ

Overleaf
The sun which lights the day is the symbol 
of the Spirit which lights the next world the 
moon symbolizes the Universal Prototype 
who is the light of this world. Light is a man
ifestation of Divine Knowledge; and so, 
when these cosmological symbols are 
transferred to the microcosmic plane, the 
soul of the mystic is symbolized by the 
moon which reflects the light of the sun. 
The ray of light which passes between them 
is the symbol of the Intellect, and that light 
which is reflected by the moon symbolizes 
the spiritual intuitions of the mystic; Just as 
the rays of moonlight strike upon various 
matenal objects which reflect them accord
ing to their aptitude, so the intuitions strike 
upon the faculties of the mind, which if they 
have duly received the doctrine will flash 
back a light of recognition; and this light 
means that a purely mental understanding 
of doctrinal teaching has been transferred 
into the Knowledge of Certainty.’ ( Abd 
Bakr Siraj al-Din.) (Purse with sun motif 
Iran, 20th c.; Chamber of Salutations, 
Shrine of ImAm Reza. Mashhad. Iran, begun 
13th c.>





Ibn ’ Arabi's chart ot creation draws on the 
correspondences between twenty-eight of 
the Divine Names and the twenty-eight 
stations of the moon, each of whit h corres
ponds to a letter of the Arabic alphabet 
Each letter is a symbol of a particular 
manifestation, and the entire alphabet 
sets out the order in which the world was 
created. All this revolves within the zodiac 

by which the* sun's motion is measured.
It is through the consciousness of the 

cosmic axis or Vertical Cause that the Sufi 
gains a sense of eternity the permanence 
of the Identity of Being throughout all the 
multiplicity of modes anti aspects of exis
tence. Awareness, at this supra-rational 
level, occurs at the very centre of the 
human state as well as at the centre of all

other states. Through intuitive perception of 
the laws or harmony, which unite all things 
in the universe, one comes to know the 
transcendent, formless, unindividualized 
element of the Vertical Cause. (Chart of 
Creation, after Titus Burckhardt. Cfe spin- 
luelle de I asirokjgie musulmane d apres 
Moyytddm Ibn 'Arabi: detail of garden 
carpet, Iran, c. 1700.)
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The system of four colours establishes sen
sible correspondences between what 
ts seen and the various aspects of the 
inherent energy of nature, which ts con
tinuously in search of the order and har
mony of its primordial state This inherent 
energy manifests itself as the active qual 

■ties of hot, cold, wet and dry, and the pas
sive qualities of fire, water, air and earth. 
These relate to the four primary colours , fire 
is red, hot and dry, air is yellow, hot and 
wet, earth is blue, cold and dry, and water is 
green, c old and wet

Schemes of seven colours dominate the 
spiritual methods of some of the Sufi orders, 
each order adopting a different scheme. 
The Shaykh has the initiate concentrate on 
a colour, and what the initiate sees reveals 
the level attained. In the seven-colour 

scheme shown here, white, black and 
sandalwood form a group of three com
plemented by the group of four: red, 
yellow, green and blue. The group of four 
relates to the qualities of Nature the group 
of three relates to the qualities of the Spirit 

as It descends through light expands 
horizontally upon the earth and ascends 
through blackness.

In this colour scheme there is an alchemi
cal marriage of Nature and Spirit The 
scheme relates to the macrocosm, as each 

colour symbolizes a planet and a day of the 
week. It also relates to the microcosm, 
through the qualities of nature, hot. cold, 
wet and dry. and their transformation 
through motion into the Spirit (Diagrams 
bv Nader Ardalan and the author from The 
Sense ol Unity.)
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The complementarity of Divine Beauty and 
Majesty is often compared to the comple
mentarity of the feminine and masculine 
principles, which are manifest in the uni
verse and hidden in the mystic awaiting

spiritual union When the journey is des
cribed in terms of love, the highest form 
sought, the Beloved, is the feminine prin
ciple which is symbolized by the Divine 
Name of Beauty Divine Beauty 

manifests expansion and displays the splen
dour of the world as a symbol of God Divine 
Majesty </afi?D manifests contraction and 
reveals the limitations within things; the 
world is only a symbol of a higher Reality.

As the pair of Beloved and Lover, Divine 
Beauty and Majesty have been the subject 
of many love stories. All the Divine Names 
and Qualities are often described as aspects 
of one or the other; it is through the Names 
of Majesty that the world is created, and 

the mystic returns through the Names of 
Beauty. (Farrukhabakht seats Jalal on the 
throne beside Jamal; Jalal, burning with 
love, reaches the sea of quicksilver; from 
ms. of The Story or lamil and lalal, 16th c.)



Psychological Symbols
The cypress tree symbolizes potential 
wholeness, for biologically it is a tree which 
contains the- masculine and feminine prin
ciples within itself. It is a form which ap
pears frequently in iconography Known as 
the perfect Muslim because of its submis
sion (rs/Jm> to the wind, it is in this wind
blown form that it is most often seen, as the 
paisley motif.

To the Sufis, the symbols found in 
woman are Divine realities; for she is the* 
place of a Divine manifestation. The sym
bolism of woman is most often found in Sufi 
poetry, where a highly technical language 
of love was formed (see p 21>.

Whereas the eye, the niche of light, is 
directed outwards, the mouth draws one 
inwards. One eats and speaks by invoking 
one of the Names of Cod Through in
vocation, in a sense, one consumes the Div
inity and. by doing so. is oneself consumed

The mole, the dot under the Arabic letter 
bi, symbolizes Divine Essence Itself, the 
Mystery, the abysmal darkness It is single in 
itself but embraces all phenomena. With 
the Sufi, it corresponds to the Heart's 
centre; it is that to which desire is directed.

The mole symbolizes the Divine Essenr e 
in Its aspect of the Manifest, the Outward 
The hair symbolizes the Divine Essence in Its 
aspect of the Hidden, the Inward; it is the 
symbol of multiplicity which hides unity 
Multiplicity conceals the non-existence ot 
things and thereby veils the Heart; hut at 
the same time as the hair veils, it attrac ts 
Divine Grace and Divine Gifts. Like the face, 
the hair is veiled because of the sacred 
power it holds within itself (Qa/amUr cloth, 
Iran. 20th c.; A girl playing a drum, detail, 
by Abu’l QAsim Iran. 19th c.)
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“The dancing is a reference to the* arc ling of 
the spirit around the cycle of existing things 
on account of receiving the effects of the 
unveilings and revelations; and this is the 
state of the mystic.. The whirling is a re

ference to the spirit's standing with God m 
its Secret Isirrl, the circling oi its look and 
thought, and its penetrating the ranks of 
existing things . And his leaping up is a 
reference to his being drawn from the 

human station to the station of union. .
When they experience within them a 

stirring which affects them like the com
motion of one who is called to lite service 
of a mighty king and to appear before God. 

he who falls into ecstasy does not rise till he 
rs overpowered, and the people do as he 
does Then when their spirits receive a 
mystical apprehension of the unseen states, 
and their hearts are softened by the lights of 

the Divine Essence and are established in 
purity and the spiritual lights, they sit down, 
and he who chants, chants a light chant to 
bring them forth by degrees from the in
ternal to the external' (Ahmad Ghaz3li.) 

(Muhammad Tabadkani dancing in ecstasy, 
from ms. of Ma,5/is al-’UshshSg, Turkey, 
1bth c. darvishes dancing, Konya, Turkey, 
20th c.)
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Religious symbols
Religious symbols particular to Sufism begin 
with the place ol retreat (see pp. 94-95) 
which in Persian is called a khanaqSh. in 
Turkish a takyah (the one shown here is the 
takyah of the Maulawi order in Konya) and 
in Arabic a sawiyyah. Its method of con
struction is always the same rhe following 
relates to the building of an Algerian 
zaw/yyah: The way in which this zawryyah 
was built is both eloquent and typical. The 
architect was the Shaykh himself - not that 
he drew up a plan or manipulated a set
square. He simply said what he wanted, and 
his conception was understood by the 
builders . Among the Shaykh s North 
African disciples there began an exodus in 
relays: masons came, carpenters, others, 
stone-cutters, workers on the roads, or 
even ordinary manual labourers. Here, in 
mid-twentieth century, was the same 
fervour that had built the cathedrals in the 
Middle Ages, and no doubt the actual 
building itself had taken place along 
somewhat the same lines. (Marcel Carret, 
quoted by Martin Lings. A Suri Saint .)

Sufi shrines serve as important religious 
symbols, for they relate to a higher level of 
Reality. Each shrine contains a symbolic 
significance to which the pilgrim relates 
Shnnes devoted to Khizr (Elijah, the Green 
Mani are most often visited by women who 
are not able to bear children. In the case of 
Hadrat-i-Ma'sOmmah, sister of die eighth 
Shi'ite Im3m Reza, because she died a 
young virgin, her shrine at Qom essentially 
draws pilgnms who relate to the concept of 
virginity This concept recalls a sacred state, 
not only at the? physical level. Ixjt at the 
psychic level as well. It is a state when the 
mystic's psyche is opened only to God The 
concept of virginity is essential to one who 
brings forth' (p. 82) through a creative 
power that has been impregnated by the 
Spinl within. (Takyah of the Maulawi Order, 
Konya. Turkey; courtyard of the Shrine of 
Hadrat-i-Ma'sdmmah, Qom, Iran, 16th c.l
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The peacock has played an important role 
in Sufi poetry and iconography As light 
was manifested and saw Self reflected 
in a mirror for the first time,' a Sufi story 
relates, It saw Self as a peacock with its tail 
outspread' The I ight symbolizes the

from contraction towards expansion It is 
transformed into the infinite richness of 

Divine Beauty, expansive and resplendent 
The soul oi the mystic is described in the 
same terms. When it reaches the Presence 
of Light, the Intellect, the soul moves from

radiate from the centre in all directions in 
order to reflect upon all realities These 
reflections whic h radiate out from the F.ye 
of the Heart are as ornaments in the form of 

the tail of the peacock, brilliant centres of 
contraction in the midst of overall expan-

The lion symbolizes act win as opposed 
to contemplation; for it symbolizes gold 
and the sun, the active direr live, creative 
principle within all things. To some Sufis, if 
lion symbolizes the Universal Prototype, 

and also the Shaykh to whom the disciple

spiritual instruction and mystical ex|X‘n- 
ence. In Shi'ite circles. All is often sym
bolized as the Lion of Cod; Jalal al-Din 
Rumi describes him as such in the 
Mjlhnawi. (Qalamkar cloths, Iran. 20th c.)



Gabriel, the Spirit, is not of the created 
world; those who do not know It are de
scribed as being veiled. They have been 
given only' knowl<*dge or the sensible world 
To know the Gabriel within one's being is to 
have knowledge of God, the Most I hgh 
and those rooted m knowledge' I 17 B7> 
come to know this.

The wisdom of Abraham symbolizes the 
concept of the container and the con
tained. When food permeates into the 
body, the body contains it The food hides 
itself in the form so that the form is ap
parent. but the food is hidden When the 
Divinity is Transcendent, It is apparent and 
the creature is hidden, assimilated into all 
of the Names of Cod into His hearing. His 
seeing His attributes and His modes of 
knowledge When an aspect of the Divine is 
Immanent, contained within the form. God 
is I he heanng of the form, the sight, the 
hand and all the faculties.

Once Abraham had reached the degree 
ol knowledge whereby he was called Khalil. 
the intimate friend of God. he made 
hospitality a sacred rite Nourishment 
penetrates the entire body until it is 
assimilated by its smallest parts. As the 
Divine has no parts, tn the sense that the 
creature has, what is penetrated is the 
Divine Archetype's, the Names and Qual
ities of God through which the Divine 
manifests Itself. Human forms, and those 
other forms which humanity re-creates 
through symbolic ritual, are the place of 
Its manifestation: the receptacles for the 
Divinity. When one comes to know this, 
one reaches the station of Abraham, the 
intimate friend of God. 'The Angel Gabriel 
showing the bravery of 'AH to the Prophet, 
detail from ms. of Khawar Nameh, by Ibn 
Hazm, Shiraz, Iran 1480, Abraham sur
rounded by flames, detail from ms. of An- 
Ihology ol Iskandar. Shiraz. Iran 1410.)
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The room which serves as the place of re
treat tthlUat) is sacred space to the Sufi It 
is here that one invokes, silently or aloud, 
the Name of Cod

The Wn or porch under which the Sufi 
meditates symbolizes the Way, or tran

sitional space between the temporal and 
spiritual worlds. 'Metaphysically, theiw3n 
can be viewed as the locus ol the soul mov
ing between the garden or court, taken as 
the Spirit, and the room, seen as the body 
Its bisec ted form leaves it an incomplete 

form, capable only of uniting man to the 
Spirit and thereby accomplishing therwan > 
own reabsorption ’ (Nader Ardalan.l (Khinj- 
qSh. mausoleum of Shaykh ’Abd al-Samad 
al-lsfahinf. Natanz. Iran. 14th c.; man, 
Djomeh.)
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Alexander, known in the Quran as Zul 
Qamayn (18 :82-931, the King with two 
horns, is seen here consulting the Seven 
Sages of antiquity. Thales. Anaxagoras. 
Anaximenes. Empedocles. Pythagoras. 
Socrates and Plato, before setting out on 
his spiritual journey. He is esoterically in
terpreted as the Heart of the mystic, which 
•s King of the east and the west. The Heart's 
journey is beautifully described by Sufi 
interpreters of the Quran The journey is 
through the way of physical attachments 
and awarenesses of the lower world until 
the Heart 'Alexander. Zul Qamayni reaches 
the setting of the sun, the point of awaken
ing. It sets in a muddy spring, the water of 
materiality The Heart finds near this spring 
of darkness, the physical, sensory, psychic 
and spintual faculties of the soul. The 
Heart subdues anger and lust by means of 
ascetic ism: at the same time, it strengthens 
its spiritual faculties of meditation and 
contemplation Discernment within is 
awakened. Thereafter the Heart follows 
a second journey, the journey to God 
through Spiritual purification and sane life 
cation until it reaches the rising of the sun 
the Spirit. Il finds its spiritual faculties 
unveiled in the light Then it follows lhe 
journey in God until it reaches a point 
between two barriers: its Divine nature and

its original fallen nature Here temptations 
increase until it builds its own wall out of 
knowledge and actions stemming from the 
Divine l aw and spiritual practices Only by 
building this wall is the Heart able to drive 
away the demonic psychic forces of Gog 
and Magog It builds the wall of ingots of 
hot iron until the barriers and walls become 
one. level. It blows knowledge upon the 
iron, the actions or rites and rituals. Then it 
calls for molten copper of invocations and 
intentions to be poured over the walls. Thus 
it gams certitude. Psychic faculties can no 
longer scale the wall of lhe Divine Law. the 
ntes of which have been strengthened by 
knowledge and sealed with invocation 

lust as Alexander is the symbol ot Divine 
Wisdom, as expressed in mystical poetry 
through hymns of wisdom, so Joseph is the 
Symbol of Divine Beauty, which so enrap
tures the soul that nothing of the self re
mains Joseph is shown in lhe miniature 
with seven slave girls who eac h symbolize a 
stage of the soul in which each tries lo um* 
its charms to seduce him (Alexander and 
the seven sages, from ms of Khamseh, by 
NizSmi, Shiraz. Iran, 15th c ; loseph en
throned, listening to music played by 
Zulaykha's maids, from ms. of Yusuf u Zula- 
ykha, by Jami, Tabriz, Iran. 1540.)

1
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There arc three important Divine Names 
relating to creation Kh.i/q, Bari* and 
Musaww/r. Khalq is that aspect of creation 
which conceives of the |X)Ssibililies of 
things, and is also known as the eternal 
wisdom or Sophia. This is the role the Virgin 
Mary symbolizes for the Sufi, as she was the 
receptive form which conceived the Spirit. 
Bari' is that aspec t of the Creator which 
brings forth: the Virgin Mary further sym
bolizes this aspect of the Divine, in that she 
gave birth to the Word The third name. 
Musawwir, is that aspect of the Creator 
which embe/fisbes forms; it most often re
lates to craftsmen, artisans and architects 
who emulate the creative act of the Virgin 
Mary by conceiving and bringing forth the 
Spirit and nurturing it within sensible forms.

Fatima, the daughter of the Prophet, is 
called the Creative Feminine by the Sufis; 
It is the concept of the Creative Feminine 
which holds the secret of Loidship (lire 
words of the Prophet, "one who knows self, 
knows lord", see p.1/| The secret is to 
hold the nourishment of God with the sub
stance of one's being and by one's being, 
give substance to the Divine Name one 
symbolizes' (H' Corbin Croalne Imaginannn 

5, Fatima symbolizes the essence of the 
feminine because she was the creator of 
the being logos) by whom she herself was 
created fi.e. Muhammad** I hat is. where
as the Virgin Mary is the mother of the 
l ogos, Word, Fatima is the daughter of the 
Logos, who in turn, through her marriage to 
’Ali, gave birth to the Logos as manifested 
in the ImSms. (The Nativity, from ms of 
Qisas al-AnbiyS, 16th c.: Fatima silling by 
A’isha and Umm-Salma, from ms. I ife of 
Muhammad***, Turkey, 16th c
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THE JOURNEY
THROUGH GOD

Symbols of Transformation 
Through symbols, one moves closer to 
transformation, the goal of the Quest. 
One of the most profound expressions of 
transformation is found in the Quranic 
verse 'He is the First, and the Last, the 
Manifest and the Hidden, and He knows 
infinitely all things’ 157 : 3).

The First is the ongin of all things. It ts the 
birth, the beginning the centre and the 
point The First is the knowledge of man in 
his primordial state; this is symbolized in 
Adam The Adam of one's being relates to 
the worid of nature and one's physical 
mould. His relation to the Prophet of Islam 
as the Universal Logos is expressed in the 
Prophet's words, 'I was conceived when 

Adam was between water and clay. Who
ever hath seen me. hath seen the Truth.' 
Essentially, this tradition refers to the notion 
that a thought is completed before it is 
actualized

It is at the centre, from which the First 
began, that the Last is found The I ast is 
dealt, and reintegration with the Divine. 
The Last is the One to whom all return and 
it is here that the Sufi fulfils the Tradition of 
the Prophet. Die before you die, in order to 
be reborn in the Hidden, the Self. The path 
to the Hidden begins at the centre, manifes
ted m man by the inner intellect which is 
veiled by the ego. Il is only by rending this 
veil that the mystic will be able to find Sell, 
known only through discernment, invo
cation and contemplative meditation,

The last is a temporal externalizatron: it is 
death and reintegration with the Divine 
It is symbolized by the Prophet, whose noc
turnal tourney the Sufi emulates. The 
Prophet's bodily ascent to heaven occurred 
because of the Divine Grace which per
meated his being. The ascent of the Sufi oc
curs on what is known as the Night of Power, 
when the heavens open and the Angels and 
Spirits descend. The Heart of the mystic is as 
the full moon; his soul is as the darkness of 
night. The Heart, now full, totally reflects the 
sun which bnngs peace, tranquillity until 
the break of dawn. The break of dawn ts the 
moment when the peace is annihilated in 
the Light of the Absolute, leaving only the 
Absolute Peace of Unity (Adam and Eve, 
from ms. of Manafi’a/Havaw.ln, Maragha. 
Iran. 1294-99; The Ascent of the Prophet, 
from ms. of Khamseh, by Nlz5m1, Shiraz, 
Iran. 1410.)



I he cluhir i5q is an architectural symbol 
of transformation. A mandala in plan, its 
shape is that of a dome resting on a square 
Within this space, which resolves the trans
formation of the circle into the square, are 
placed the mihrab of a mosque, a font, and 
a shone to a saint. This space then sym
bolizes the Sufi's place of life, death and 
spiritual rebirth.

The mandala, as a reflection of the 
cosmos and cosmic processes within all 
things, works through numbers and 
geometry, beginning with Unity, moving 
through Its theophany and back to Unity. It 
recapitulates at one and the same time, the 
permanence of Paradise as an idea and its 
impermanent e as a temporal reality To the 
mystic it evokes the surrender to Self and 

the reintegration of the many into the* One. 
•ChaMr tSq, near Kashan, Iran, Wth c.; 
centre of the Ardabil carpet. Tabriz, Iran, 
c. 1540.1
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The mystic has given birth to light, know
ledge. his own Spirit, his perfect nature, in 
th? dragon of the sky (p. 451, the cosmic 
womb w here the eclipses of the- sun and 
moon occur. Sitting upon fire, consumed by 
light and knowledge, the soul of the mystic 
is transformed into the full moon which 
then, as th? station cools and contracts, 
becomes a crescent, the symbol of recep
tivity for the receiving of Divine Grace.

The mystic is attended to by Harut and 
Marut, two fallen angels who taught man 
the arts of magic. Four angels hold up the

Throne upon which the mystic sits. Accord
ing to Shah Ni'matuUh Wall, the four an
gels Gabriel, Michael. Seraphiai and Azrail 
correspond to four aspects of the Name 
Allih The tour letters ALLH correspond to 
the mystic's Heart, Intellect. Spirit and Soul, 
which have journeyed and united.

The symbol of the cobweb has many in
terpretations. but at the level of transfor
mation it has been interpreted as the saying 
of the Sufis: I am but a message from God 
to God. (he web is as the message, woven 
from what is transformed within. 1 he extent

of the message is not important, just as the 
strength of the web is not in its size. Some 
Sufis left only one or two lines of thought. 
others, such as Ibn 'Arabi, left volumes of 
intuitive realizations. Whether one is guided 
by natural processes tin fakwfnl) or by 
revealed tradition (in tashrJ'P, it is only 
through spiritual transformation at the 
centre that the Sufi saying is fulfilled. (Cob
web; mandala, from ms. of Kit.lb ai-dirnak. 
Mosul. Iraq. 1199.1
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Darkness and light are the archetypical 
symbols of Sufism bec ause they are natural, 
immediate self-expressions of a root ex
perience of the Divinity They denote the 
stations of annihilation tfanJ’) and sub
sistence IbaqJ'f. These stations are meta
physical experiences which occur only al a 
transcendental level of awareness

In the station of fans’, there is complete 
lack of consciousness of object or ego; one 
is moving towards darkness. There is not 
even any consciousness of the experience 
itself There are no images

In the station of baqJ’ the mind re
awakens to the phenomenal world, but 
now these forms and images are objective 
forms in which the Divine Essence manifests 
Itself In darkness, one is moving towards 
light.

l ight and darkness are, for the Sufi, meta
phorical experiences. Existence is light. 
When the Absolute appears to the con
sciousness of the mystic, It appears as un
contaminated unity, as light. All multiplicity 
disappears into darkness Thus, when light 
makes its full appearance, all things disap
pear. Light causes darkness. But because all 
things lose their individuality and become 
obliterated from consciousness, the whole 
world paradoxically turns into an ocean of 
light. Out of the depths of this light all 
things that disappeared into darkness begin 
to be reborn in their individualities; but at 
this stage they are darknesses that are fully 
saturated with the Pure Light of existence. 
(Plaster window Marrakesh, Morocco, 16lh 
c : stone grille Friday Mosque. Isfahan. Iran 
12th c.f



Part 3
The 'How' of Mystical Expression

Subsistence (baqJ’i is to know that the 
Beloved is devoted to the lovers upon 
whom Its belovedness depends In this way, 
every lover is a beloved and every beloved 
is a lover Love needs and desires beauty, 
and beauty needs and desires love. The 
Absolute, which is Absolute Beauty and 
love, loves those who love It and since it 
loves them It leaves nothing of themselves 
in them, they are one with It for, in reality 
It is the only beloved and the only lover

In a Sacred Tradition attributed to 'All, 
the Divine says:

Who seeketh .Me hndeth Me 
Who Imtielh Me knoweth Me 
Who knoweth Me lovelh Me 
Who loveth Me. I love 
Whom I love, I shy 
Whom I shy. I must requite 
Whom I must requite. Myseft am the

Requital

(KhJnaqSh ceiling, MJhJn. Iran, 15th c.)
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SPIRITUAL RETREAT 

Khalwat

The retreat Io an isolated cell m order to re
member' God is considered by many orders to 
Im* the most important ot all Sufi disciplines. It r» 
an ad m achieving .1 state of permanent inward 
retreat Observing the Tradrtioos of the Prophet, 
who used to retreat to caves m the mountains, 
some orders stiH recommend one to retreat to 
the solitudes of nature. Other orders have isol- , 
ated cells tor the practice or the kMwaf. Shaykh 
AI-'AlawT has desenbrd the khafwat as a cell in 
wlm h I put the novice after hr lias sworn to me 
not to leave it tor forty days if need be In this 
oratory he must do nothing but repeat cease
lessly, day and night, the Divine Name lAIIShi, 
thawing out with each invocation the syllable ah 
until lie has no breath left. Previously he must 
have rec tied the Sh.iMdah da rf3ha rfta’Uah. there 
is no god but Cod1 seventy-five thousand times. 
During the Ikhafwafl ho fasts strictly by day 
breaking his fast only between sunset and dawn

. Some luqa/J ImvMics| obtain the sudden illu
mination alter a lew minutes, some only alter 
several days, and some only alter several weeks.” 
(Quoted by Martin Lmgs.l

The spiritual retreat can remain effective, alter 
one leaves the khalwat. only if one continues to 
remember To some, this remembrance is ex
pressed in arts and crafts To others, the ex
pression of the Word Itself through constant in
vocation is their art. And yet others re-express 

the W ord through poetry, mus* and other 

sciences
The craftsmen who organize themselves m 

guMs (ajnSh or chivalnc orders tfutuwwall are 
those who remember through artistic ex
pression Every traditional master craftsman was 
an inmate of a Sufi order as some Mill are 
today The master s success m continuing to in
voke through his work determines the spiritual 
strength of the entire guild, as expressed in its 
work The- other members of the guild imple
ment the designs, and while they may not be 
fully conscious or all the principles involved 
their creative expressions attest to their Spirit, 
which will Im* dormant within until their own 
khalwat awakens it.

The futuwwat (or tedeb damore as they are 
called in allusion to Dante, have nine grades in 
their orders The first three arc those nt all trade 
guilds apprentice, journeyman and master. The 
second three relate to ceremonies, and the last 
three are the* Shaykh and his representatives. 
Members are those who arc commitled cither 
by their words or by partaking of the ritual cup 
of salt water.

Many ot the concepts ot the luluwwal were 
expressed in mystical prose and poetry. Like the 
institutions of knighthood and chivalry, this 
tradition travelled all over the Islamic lands; it rs 
still very much alive today

The rede// damoff place a special emphasis 
upon the Prophet Solomon, as he symbolizes the 
W isdom of Compassion which is their creed 
The Queen of Sheba. Brlqh is their feminine 
ideal, like Dante s Beatrice. she rs the Eternal 
Sophia manifested in the aspect of Beauty. Bilqis 
is tlie form through which one contemplates a 
radiant source ol light which is theophamc 
Beauty She is contemplated as Essence no lon
ger veiled by the Names and Qualities; for it is 
through her that the Face of God is manifeMed 
She is the Eternal Feminine which is hidden 
within the seif.

Within all the Sufi orders, including both ajnSf 
and fufuwwat. a division arises between those 
who are in a station ot intoxication ljukr> and 
those in a.station ot sobnety tsahw> Those* seek
ers known as intoxicates are usually followers of 
the great Persian Saint Al»u Vazid 8ast Jmi. The 
founder of the ecstatic school of Sufism, he is 
famous for the boldness of his expression of the 
mystic s complete absorption in the Godhead. 
This station (which can come upon tlic mystic as 
a transient state; see pp. 98-99) s characterized 
by loss or sanity and vlt-control The soul be
comes intoxicated expansive with the wine of 
Knowledge of the Divine, enrajHured by the 
contempLatMxi of God.

The second group are the mystics known for 
their sobnetv. According to this group, which 

has a larger following than the previous one, in
toxic a tion rs only the beginning of oneness. Per 
feet oneness ts attained m sobriety, when the 
self, having been restored to consciousness, 
knows itself to be but a mirror m which the 
Divine Essence reflects upon Use*

The relationship between the two stations has 
licen expressed hv Ihn Farid in the following 
way 'Existence is a veil in rhe beginning of the 
mystic life, and also in its middle stage, but not in 
its end 1 lie mystic is veiled in tlx* beginning by 
the outward aspect of existence (c mated things) 
from the inward aspect (God! while m the middle 
stage Ipenod of intoxication during which the 
mystic has no consciousness of phenomenal he 
is veiled by its inward aspect IGodl trom its out
ward aspect (created things) But when he has 
reached his goal (sobriety! neither do created 
things veil him from God nor docs Cod veil him 
from created things, but God reveals Himself to 
the mystic in both His aspects at once las the 
Creator and as the universe ot created things! so 
that lie sees with his bodily eye the beauty ot the 
Divine Essence manifested under the attribute ot 
the Outward (R, Nicholson 1

This transformation most often begins under 
the direction of a Shaykh. a living spiritual guide, 
in the khalwat, the spiritual retreat devoted to 
the remembrance of God and the forgetting ot 
self.

From far Hi

Shrines such as this, from the bazaar of Kishin. 
Iran, act as gateways for people whose everyday 
lives bring them |>ast this place. Some are awak
ened lo further possibilities of the Way; some 
are content with this form alone

The room of prayer or the Maulawi order at 
Konya. Turkey

An example of a remote shrine in Iran This 
serves the villagers and nomadic tribesmen who 
rarely venture to the city.

A Sufi who could be described as being in the 
station of intoxication.

A Sufi master calligrapher of the Qaderi order 
who could be described as being in live station ol 
sobriety.

A rug showing a Sufi Master. KOr 'All Sh3h.
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SUPREME GOAL

100 unity 3:16
99 gathering 8:17
98 solitude 24:25
97 subtraction 20 12
96 discovery 4 110
95 concealment 6:9
94 realization 2 262
93 subsistence 20 75
92 annihilation 55 26
91 gnosis 5 86

VIII SANCTITY IX REALITIES

80 stability 30:60 90 separation 3:27
79 absence 12 84 89 union 53 9
78 drowned 37:10.3 W sobriety 34 22
77 exile 11 118 87 intoxication 7:139
76 breath 7 140 86 expansion 42 9
75 the secret 11 33 85 contraction 25 48
74 joy 1059 84 life 6 122
73 purity 38 47 83 beholding 25 47
72 a moment 20 42 82 contemplation 50 36
71 secret glance 7.139 81 unveiling 53:10

V PRINCIPLES VI VALLEYS VII MYSTICAL STATES

50 without desires 28 86 60 spiritual power 53 17 70 spiritual taste 38:49
49 spiritual richness 93 8 59 peacefulness 89 27 69 flashes 20:9
48 poverty 35 16 58 tranquillity 48 4 •>8 distraction 7 140
47 invocation 18 23 57 inspiration 27:40 67 bewilderment 12:31
46 intimacy 2 182 56 reverence 71:12 66 ecstasy 18 13
45 certainty 51 20 55 sagacity 15:75 65 thirst 6:76
44 discipline 9 113 54 spiritual sight 12 108 64 anxiety 20 86
43 will 17 86 53 wisdom 2:272 63 nostalgia 29 4
42 resolution 3:154 52 knowledge 18 64 62 jealousy 38:32
41 purpose 4 101 51 goodness 55 60 61 love 5:59

1 CATEW W II DOORS ■ CONDUCT IV CHARACTER

10 audition 8:23 20 yearning 21 90 30 full submission 4:68 40 largesse 7:154
9 ascetism 23 60 19 hope 33 21 29 reliance 28 6 .39 generosity 18:12
8 flwing 5150 18 devotion 73 8 20 commitment 40:47 38 modesty 25.64
7 hold last 22 78 17 scruples 74 4 27 trust 5 26 37 firmness 68 4
6 meditation 40:13 16 sell demal 11 86 26 rectitude 41.5 36 preference 59.9
5 reflection 16:44 15 enjoying quiet 22:35 25 amending 6:76 35 being true 47:23
4 conversion 39:54 14 humility 57:15 24 sincerity 39:3 34 bashfulness 96 14
3 reckon with 59.18 13 concern 52:26 23 respect 22:30 33 grateful 34:12
2 repentance 49:11 12 fear 16.52 22 fix attention 9:10 32 satisfied 89 27
1 awakening 34.45 11 sorrow 992 21 vigilance 57:27 31 patience 16:128

STAGES OF THE JOURNEY

When one is at the gateway. the beginning of the 
jcxirney to the Absolute, tliere a'e various state* 
whu h descend ufxwi the mystic Lach one is it
self a gateway orienting the seeker to the jour
ney ahead AnsJri has descnbed the stages or 
houses as being ten tens

I Ims of necessity leads to the doors which must 
be entered 1 hese are tile second stage of the 
(ourney The minute one enters the door, one 
comes in need of actions, encounters; one 
meets these with conduct which relates to the 
states one teds and to this, tlie third stage

Alter encountering one's more jierfect self 
one learns good habits and dispositions from 
others and thus builds character by creating 
praiseworthy forms or self; this is the fourth 
stage

From this stage one is readied for the best 
forms of purity, and a goodness of character ha* 
been crrated which is really tlie fruit of one s 
conduct. At this stage it ts necessary that prin
ciples be followed, which become the foun
dation of one's Itfe; this is the fifth stage.

In the motion of acting and seeking the Way. 
one comes upon precipices: and difficulties will 
occur in the stage of the vaMeys. After this, the 
sixth stage, one reaches rhe level of the various 
accidental spiritual slates this is the seventh 
stage

The eighth stage. known as sanclrtv, ts the 
stage where spiritual powers make their ap
pearance This is the gathering after separation, 
where one is dominated by good human qual
ities and they are acquired

In the next stage, realities. one becomes neg
ligent in oneself and is immersed in one's Lord 
and the Divine Sell, where one's actions are all 
directed towards the Absolute This rs the ninth 
stage of the journey. The tenth stage rs the stage 
of subsistence in God. the supreme goal the 
stage of union

The stages are descnbed m other terms by 
SimnJnl, who relates the macrocosmic Descent 
ol creation to the mrcrocosrmc Ascent ol the 
return. I rom the Divine Essence to the world <it 
nature-man. there are seven levels, from light to 
shadow. On the return, one passes these seven 
Mages in reverse order, ascending through seven 
subtle. non-physkal aspects of self

These seven subtle stages relate to the seven 
major Prophets of Semitic monotheism When 
one reaches the Truth ol one s being, one has

become the Universal Prototype, having been 
transformed into the Muhammad of one * being

These seven Prophets and seven stages cor
respond to seven colours, described variously by 
t lie various order

To Simninl, the Adam of one's being is the 
acquiring of an embryonic mould ol a new body, 
a subtle, non-|>hysical form. The psychological 
colour of this stage ts black moving towards dark 
grey

The second organ newly activated cor
responds to the animal soul, the battlefield ol 
vital and organic operations, which is tin* centre 
of desires and evil passion* lhis corresponds to 
the Noah ol one's being, because Noah laced 
the same situation in dealing with the hostility of 
his people. The colour of this stage is blue

The third subtle organ is the spiritual Heart, 
which exists m an embryonic form in the poten
tial mystic as the pead within a shell It is none 
i aher than (he True I the personal individuality 
The sjMTrtual I relates to the Abraham of one's 
being, as Abraham was the intimate Inend of 
God. This stage is red. The Abraham of one's 
being travels the subtle centres of supracon
sciousness.

The fourth subtle organ is the Secret (see p 8< 
the point ol supraconsdousness. and is the Mage 
of spiritual monologue’s which correspond to 
those in which Moses participated The colour is 
white.
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The fifth subtle organ is the Spirit, which be
cause of the nobility of Us tank is invested as the 
vice-regent of God. the David ot one's being. Its 
colour is yellow.

The sixth subtle organ is that which receives 
inspiration. It tv the Jesus of one's being, because 
it r> this organ which announces the Name. The 
colour of this stage ts luminous black

The seventh subtle organ which is activated is 
the Muhammad of one s being, which cor
responds to one s Divine centre or Eternal Seal, 
as Muhammad was tlw Seal of Prophecy The 
colour of this stage ts green.

LeW and abuse.

Chait ol the Virtue-* which correspond to the ten 
stages of the Journey according to ’ Abd Allah 
Ansari al-Harawi. with the Quranic references 
from which their names are drawn See Ansari 
Les Etapes des itinerants vers Dieu

The stages ol ascent and descent according to 
■ AU’ al-dawiah Simnflnl. Chart from Ardalan 
and Bakhtiar, lhe Sense of Unity. with cor
rections.
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SPIRITUAL STATES: Ahwal

Hj) waqt These three figures are from Pope and 
Ackerman,

HJktamkln.

TaMn.'Umktn.

Dex ribing the journey m its stages • pp 96-97) is 
the most removed form of description. it reflects 
only rational understanding. The means of 
fisvchological participation are referred to as 
stares, stations and presences

The word state ihifi means 'to descend alight 
or penetrate a place >t denotes a quality which 
is not permanent. According to the Sufis, what
ever change enters the heart by means of pure 
love from the direction of the Truth, without the 
deliberation or intention o» the seeker is called a 
spiritual state (f»3A It enters the mystic's heart 
through desire, anxiety, thirsting, bewilderment, 
illumination or intuition It may occur as a flash, 
or it may remain longer, Imt it is never per
manent. Feelings or emotions change or vanish, 
and the subject finally becomes weary

That which descends is like music Mush al 
tones are part of the external world and natural 
phenomena; they are produced by vihrations 
but they are expressed only when there ts an en
counter, when someone hears them or feels 

them Similarly, in spiritual states, a form receives 
and is thereby activated

To put it metaphorically the ground in which 
tones fall ts itself in wave motion, lhe wave is 
the metre; rhythm arises from the different ar
rangements of tones on the wave . . The tones 
may be distributed over the measure regularly or 
irregularly. may fill the measure in rapid suc
cession or leave it empty for long stretches, at 
one place crowd close together, at another 
spread thin . .. This freedom of distnbution and 
arrangement makes it possible for the tones tri 
give the constant basic form oi the wave a 
changing, perpetually different profile. This 
playing with the wave by the tones, this shaping 
of the substance of the wave, the conjunction 
and opposition of two components, their mutual 
tension and continuous adjustment to each 
other - this, in music, we experience as rhythm.- 
‘V Zuckerkandl > The repetition of the tones is 
twofold it satisfies the demand nt symmetry to 
be < ompleted and it act* as a link in a chain ol 
intensification,

Spiritual stales and musical tones, which are 
mutable, impermanent qualities requiring an en
counter or place in which to descend and then 
change the rhythm, both find a visual cor
respondence in the arabesque

The arabesque is a form which harmoniously 
render* a constantly changing rhythmical 
motion Varying in density over the surface it is 
a rhythmic outpouring of thought given pre
cision by parallels, inversions and interlacings.

Through rhythm and change, spiritual states 
are mutable conditions m which one ts ignorant 
oi the end and cannot predict the beginning. 
The mystic, much like the arabesque, is obliged 
to remain within the boundaries which the ob
ject of service demands. Spiritual states are in
stantaneous successions and alterations reflect
ing a transient spiritual mood I heir arrival and 
disappearance depend solely upon God lhe 
arabesque, as it expresses the profusion of 
rhythms throughout the Universe, corresponds 
to the Divine grits which one may receive but 
can never earn

Spiritual Mate and Moment ot Lrx ountvr
Hil Waqt
A spiritual state is expressed as being both 
complementary to the moment of encounter 
Iwaqtl and the opposite ot stability tonkin) The 
spintual slate evokes the impact of an encounter 
with a moment oi time. The moment itself is the 
unit of psychic measurement of the encounter It 
ts the moment of time which allows the spiritual 
state to descend upon it and adorn it The ac
tualization of a spiritual state makes it possible 
not to lose the moment, and it « because of the 
moment of the encounter that the spiritual state 
is actualized in the soul The moment is as the 
centre of an arabesque. actualizing the spirals, as 
the spirals, through their very existence, ac
tualize the centre.

Spiritual State and Stability Hili lamkin 
A spintual state refers to a multiplicity of emo
tions in the soul These emotions reflect both 
discontinuity m their order and difficulty in their 
stabilization The transient spiritual slate, the in

ternal reality of a self which is unstable to begin 
with, becomes stabilized as it moves towards 
lamkin: strengthening. stability, symmetry. The 
weak soul cannot persist in the act of a spiritual 
state which may arise, vanish, give way to some 
new favour. The mystic, endowed with repose, 
steadfastness and stability, becomes stabilized 
beyond the reach of every psychological 
change. This ts readily expressed in lhe ara
besque. where the rhythmic forms of the spirals 
ot spiritual stales are stabilized through sym
metry.

C hangr and Stability TaMn'Tamkin
Tallin indicates change, an alternating transition 
from one state to another, whereas tamkln is the 
a< I of enduring, stability, symmetry The begin
ning of love ts search, the Sufi says, 'but the end 
ts rest.' Stability and symmetry is rise removal of 
the vacillation of change.

It ts in strengthening (ramkin), expressed as 
stability and symmetry, that one finds spiritual 
stations as distinct from states
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stations. But just as the geometnc form never 
loses its successive generations Gts connected
ness moving with it), so the mystic, on achieving 
each new spiritual station, carries the knowledge 
of the previous stations with him.

Form dwells m its geometry; the Sufi dwells in 
the stations Unlike arabesques, which play with 
a surface, geometric forms fill it to completion 
So. too. the spiritual states as Divine gifts come 
and go. playing with the feelings of the mystic's 
form, whereas stations fill it completely . It is only 
then that a further station can be reached 

Every station has its own science, and like 
geometric forms has a beginning and an end. 
which relate to the laws of similitude and sym
metry In this each one is expressive of a per
sonality of the number to which it relates, and 
which givi-s expression only in a closed form

lust as geometry bruigs order and structure to 
tin- seeming chaos of nature, so too the spiritual 
stations act as organizing forms for the soul N 
left only with spiritual states, without the possi
bility of permanence amidst change, the mystic 
would easily lose control

from far few

Passive form active form completc form.

Generation of form inward to the centre

Generat ion of form outward from the centre

SPIRITUAL STATIONS
Maqamat

Spiritual stations are degrees of ascent rear hed 
through certain ntes and certain difficult**. They 
are permanent acquisitions, as opposed to 
states, which are gratuitous grits that come and 
go with the attraction of the Divine. States, like 
the arabesque, express rhythm and continual 
change; the stations have places of staying and 
a respect (or centre, and correspond in visual 
terms to geometric forms

Geometric forms indirectly contain a duality 
which can be described through static and dy
namic geometry (see < hart on p. 105). Static 
geometry ts the geometry of lines, whereas dy
namic forms are expressions of point* tach de
scent from the Divine Essence is a nuptial union, 
a conjunction of two opposites, active and pass
ive. with a view to a production of a third The 
union of active and passive, the masculine- and 
feminine pnnciples within things, is repeated at 
every plane of being

The polarization which is expressed in geo
metry through static and dynamic forms 
corresponds exactly to the inseparable pans of 
complementary spiritual stations between which 
the seeker constantly moves- 
contraction expansion‘qabd hasp; 
gathering separation Qam' Mritph 
sobriety? intoxication (phw sufcrl; 
annihilation subsistence UanJ’ baqj’. 
presence absence (shuhGd/gfwbdt:

Now. as the passive and active aspects unite 
in geometric form to create a third form and 
from there generate new forms, so too the mys- 
tic through spiritual practic c* acquires a stability, 
a symmetry of form which then generates new
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Gathering and Separation: lam' 1airrqah 
The mystic who achieves the station oi gathering 
(iam*> has repelled lhe material world oi phenom
ena. whereas the mystic who acquires the 
stat Kin of separation Uainqah) is confirming rfevo- 
tion and God. while attached to the phenomenal 
work! and separating tlie Absolute from Its crea
tion One who sees the world dark rs tn the 
state of separation, regarding self as an in
dividual and pan This is the view oi multiplic ilv, 
which is the usual view of the phenomenal 
world.

Whereas lhe station ol gathering is to behold 
one moon plainly. to be conscious ol nothing 
but Unity, the highest station of gathering is the 
'gathenng ot else gathering (pm' al-tam' l 
where one 'beholds three moons together that 
is to see Divine Unity in three aspects at one and 
the same time: Essence. Creator, Creatures; or 
Essence. Qualities, Actions or law. Way Truth

Hut just as there can be no masi ulinc prin
ciple without a feminine one. no active without a 
corresponding hidden or apparent passive, the 
stations are fulWled only through their opposites. 
Gathenng without separation is known as im
piousness; separation without gathering is use
lessness. Together they form a conjunction of 
opposites they join souls (place of gathenngl 
with forms (separate realities) When these are 
joined, one has the unity oi existence The mys
tic. ts joined to the Spirit in the station of gather
ing, and to the body in the station ol separation. 
Whosoever in devotion and prayers remembers 
self is in separation. Whosoever remembers 
Cod's grace is in gathering Whosoever sees 
neither seif nor deeds is in the gathenng of the 
gathering Gathering conceals and veil*. objects 
svjMration conceals and veils God in Creation

PRESENCES: Hadrat

Present e and Abseniv Shuhud/Ghabat
To be present is to witness consciously, to be ab
sent corresponds to unconscious, not actualized, 
witnessing. To be present, which corresponds to 
conscious remembrance, is to be as a mirror, re
flective. aware m witnessing: it is to b«- aware of 
the Divine Presence, as the Tradition states 'to 
worship God as if you saw Kim, and if you do not 
see Kim, He sees you .

Jam', gathering (.A), and talriqah. separation ®, in 
a Ide pattern at the Imamzadah 'Abd Allah 
Ansiri. GSzar G3h, Iran.

ShuhM. presence (A), and ghabaf. absence IB', in 
a brickwork pattern at lhe Masjid-i-Hakim. Is
fahan. Iran.

Calligraphic skill lies not only in the mastery ot 
the individual forms but also m their relationships 
to the surrounding space the balance and 
rhythm oi form and non-form. Calligraphy, when 
it adopts the forms of the arabesque, deals with 
time and the infinite rhythms created by the en
counter of objects with space within defiried 
borders. This form oi calligraphy speaks to the 
mystic states; the Word descends as a gra
tuitous gift of the Divine setting up change and 
rhythm within the mystic's soul.

Calligraphy also encompasses the full ex- 
pressive range of geometrical form, evoking a 
timeless quality that allows it to be integrated 
into every sort of surface adornment. As the 
Word in sensible form, its presence breathes life 
into compositions and emphasizes particular 
concepts through Quranic allusions. In architec
ture. through its placing between the dome and 
its square base, it enhances the symbolic trans
formation through its own transcendent forms

Ac the Word descends through the Name oi 
Compassion (Rahm.1ni upon all rorms m- 
diccnmmately, so the Word is expressed in 
rhythmic arabesques: as the Word is the means 
whereby one ascends through the Name of 
Mercy tfiahlm), which rewards only acts perfor
med so it is expressed in geometric structured, 
symmetrical form* 
God establishes Hr Names and then effaces 
them In Presente' so a Tradition relates. Divine 
Presences are states or stations in whic h the Ab
solute reveals Itself to the mystic in one oi the 
forms of the Divine Names. God is present in His 
Name at the same moment as He is absent this 
doctrine of immanence and transcendence is 
never to be forgotten by the- Sufi

Calligraphy, the most MCTtd of an forms, re
calls the Word by which God c alls Himself. In ar
chitecture this rs most often found on the Im ml 
between the base ot a mosque and its dome.

Hus transitional space is lhe way of the return 
through the Word of God. the Quran as revealed 
to Muhammad S*1

Calligraphy is thus the visual body of the 
Divine revelation, sac red in both form and con
tent, Corresponding to the Konographrc image 
of Christ in Christianity, the calligrajduc form 
symbolizes lhe Word Itself, and its very presence 
obviates the use of any imagery.

lhe structure of calligraphy, composed ot 
horizontal and vertical strokes woven nto <i nch 
fabric, is potent with symbolism. The verticals, 
like the warp of a carpet, provide an ontological 
relationship and a structure for the design, while 
the horizontals, like the weft correspond to the 
creation that develops the balance and flow of 
the basic conception. It ts through the harmoni
ous weaving oi the horizontal and the vertical 
that unity is achieved The vertical and hori
zontal weavings < orresjKind to lhe active and 
passive qualities contained m all things, and. just 
as calligraphy is woven together into a con
junction or horizontal and vertical, so too tlie 
mystic in his spiritual mode, through continual, 
uninterrupted repetition of invocation, unites his 
own inner complementary opposites.

Arabesque i alligraphy. These four figures are 
from Ardalan and Bakhtiar. lhe iense of Unity.

Arabesque calligraphy

Geometric calligraphy

Geometric caHigraphy
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NUMBERS AND
GEOMETRY
' llm-i-a'dad, I lindisah

to this point, we have followed the mystic 
through the cim winters which descend. or to 
which the mystic ascends. i»|»on the Way The 
stage* of the journey are, m a sense. a de- • 
scnplive geography which serves to orient the 
mystic Spiritual slates and station* and pre
sences are, further. detailed orientations ex 
pressed through art forms there are, however, 
further les eh of realization to be explored 
through the sciences themselves that Sufis, who 
are not necessarily practising craftsmen, have 
explored after their leaving the kha/wat

The first two sciences to be explored are very 
close to the architectural art forms we have just 
witnessed Known as the sclentes of numbers 
and geometry t'l/m-r-a'c/M hrndisa/i). the prin
ciples involved formed a basis for many further 
sciences.

Some Sufi groups consider numbers as the 
principles of being and the root of all sciences 
they express them as the first effusion of the 
Spirit or Intellect upon the soul 'Number is the 
spiritual image resulting in the human soul from 
the repetition of (Jnrty, write the Ikhwin af-Sa/a' 
the Brethren of Purity. Tl»e Universe begins with 
One, descends through the multiple states of 
Being and ends with the place of the gathering 
the human form

It is through geometry that the personality 
and character of numbers is revealed, providing 
still another means of coming to know tin* cos
mic processes of nature The number I generates 
tlie point. 2 the line and J the triangle. The tri
angle is the first form to enclose space in the 
generation of points or lines from 1 It symbolizes

the action of the Intellect (21 on the Soul (3> and 
thereby brings about the descending, horizontal 
or ascending motion of the Intellect (see p. SO1 
Because the Intellect las the active, masculine 
element! and the Soul ias the receptive, feminine 
element) represent a duality of manifestation 
from the One. their union and product, matter 
forms the -lability of the universe.

This same relalxmstup is found in the science 
ot spiritual akhemy. ft is expressed m a medieval 
text m the following wav: Know tlwt the goal of 
the science of the Ancients is that from which all 
things proceed - the invisible and immobile God. 
whose Will brings mto being the Intelligence 
from out of the Will and the Intelligent e appears 
the Soul in its unity; from the soul are born the 

•distinct natures, which in turn generate the com- 
IKiscd bodies Thus one sees that a thing can be 
known only if one knows what ts superior to it 
The soul is superior to Nature, and it is by it that 
Nature can be known The intelligence is super
ior to the soul, and it is by it that the soul can be 
known Finally, the intelligence cannot but lead 
back to that which is superior - that is, to the 
One God who envelops it and whose Essence K 
imperceptible. S. H. Nasr. Science and Crvifiz- 
ation in Islam*

The creation ot shapes through the use of 
numbers and geometry as mathematical ex
pressions. recalls the Archetypes reflected 
through the World of Symbols Mathematics 
then, is a language of the Intellect, a means of 
spiritual hermeneutics whereby one can move 
from the sensible to the intelligible world

Number
SUK

6

1

2

3

Geometry
Dynamic MACROCOSM

Ovine Essence

Creator

MICROCOSM
Ov>— Euer>.-»

MATHEMATICAL 
ATTRIBUTES

Arqu..-.!
Constitution o< 
animals

Table of numerical correspondences, from Ar- 
dalan and Bakhtiar. I hr Sense of I 'ntty, based on 
the cosmology of the ikhwSn al-$da’. as de
scribed in S. H Nasr. An /olrodut Iron lo Islamic 
Cosmo/ogiiaJ Dot Innes.
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ARCHITECTURE AND
MUSIC

• Generic Forms
It is through geometry and numbers that the 
gencratKin of architectonic forms occurs lhe 
arc hrtect is known as muhonrhs, the geometer 
Music was as important as geometry in the tradi
tional education system, and thus the geometer
to-be was steeped m both spatial and temporal 
forms.

Traditional architectonic forms, like the radit 
of Persian music C onstitute the philosophy of 
expression and the repertoire of a Shaykh passed 
on to his students Both architec ture and music 
relate to schools of thought where the master is 
he who kiuiws the repertoire perfectly

A has no rhythm, for it is. m a sense. 
forms of expression kept in a passive stale until 
activated by a musician; so, loo. traditional 
forms of architecture. The laws of expression are 
based on interpretation and improvisation, but 
the form remains at an archetypal level to be 
calk'd upon and activated by a master

The generic forms that we first explore there- 
pertoire of traditional architecture, such as gar
den. courtyard, minaret, dome. chah3r tiq ip. 851. 
gateway (p. 421. porch (p. 79> and socle, arc 
Coalesced into mosque. madrasah, caravanserai 
and fimcfw/i see pp. 108-09*. But it t$ the generic 
forms that we first explore the radrf ol traditional 
architecture1

Garden and Courtyard 82ghHay3{. The garden 
and the courtyard are important forms in the 
concept of Paradise. The garden is traditionally 
an enclosure planted with trees surrounding a 
central pavilion The whole becomes a mandala 
ipp. 86-87'. providing both a centrifugal move
ment outward into the paradise of nature and a 
centripetal movement inward, through its tour 
porches, to the water its spiritual centre. Gen
erating ever-expanding ripples, the fountain re- 
i ommence* the cycle of conscious expansion 
and contraction

The idea of the courtyard paralleled that ot 
the open garden plan.. . The courtyard plan 
which generates a centripetal force, is more feas
ible as an urban form, capable of providing that 
basic contai t with nature so essential to Iranian 
lite This plan dominates the architectural ac

tivity of "place making ImaMnl and within the 
Islamic (x-nod becomes the model of makan, un
ifying house with mosque caravanserai with col
lege. the individual parts with the wluile This un
ity is achieved through the visual inter actum of 
space, shape and surface, complemented by 
their qualitative correspondences. Space, as the 
place at the "hidden treasure of the house, is 
enclosed by shape, just as in man the body en
closes the soul which encompasses the Spirit 
Walls are thus a prerequisite for defining and 
isolating this sacred place within which the soul 
r an be sensed and its spiritual quest fulfilled. The 
interaction of shape and surface must create a 
space that is totally at rest devoid of tensions 
and conducive to contemplation. Such a sol
idified shape is to be found in the cube, a perfect 
form whose symbolic essence Is stability man 
and the earthly paradise Within this tranquil 
space, the placement of the traditional pool pro
vides a centre as a positive direction for the 
creative imagination Thu* the horizontal crea
tion of man is linked to the Vertical Cause, and 
man's recapitulation of paradise is complete 
i Ardalan and Bakhtiar, The Sense of Urtib ..i

Minaret and Dome Minar -Gunbad The min
aret reflects the vertical and transcendent di
mension of man’s otherwise two-dimensional 
material existence It represents man who alone 
among the creatures stands upnght: and it re
calls the soul, aspiring to return to its origin

The movement of the minaret from isolation 
towards the dome is a reintegration. Its pamng. 
to flank the portal and lead into the sanctuary, is 
a realization of the balani r of creation, marking 
the axial approach to the ultimate unity of rhe 
dome.

Archetypically. the dome is lhe Divine Throne, 
passive to lhe InleUect, matcm.il and timeless 
The Sufi concept of the centre. citcJe and sphere 
inherent m things is realized in live dome, seen 
as the Divine Spirit winch eni ompasses the uni
verse The movement of this Spirit is viewed as 
either downward and expansive, from unity, or 
upward and contractive, towards the unity re
presented by the apex of the vault 

from far left;

Garden centrifugal form This and the two fob 
lowing diagrams arc from Ardakin and Bakhtiar, 
The Sense of Unity.

Courtyard: centripetal form.

Minaret vertical axis.

Dome: unity at the centre. The roof of the 
Tlmchah Amin Dawlah. KAshAn. Iran

matcm.il


Spatial Connection Systems
I he form of a traditional city te based on its 
movement systems, of which the most impor
tant architecturally is the order of the bazaar 
Each system, like a mode or davtgjh in music, is 
the most stable and least changeable pan of a 
given expressive form

IsscntiaRy. the bazaar is the line which ties the 
city into a totality as it moves between two 
points, the entrance and exit to the city itseh. As 
the musical mode gives scale and structure to 
the overall composition, so too the Ime of the 
bazaar gh.es the overall scale and structure of 
the city's form.

Each mode- (dasrgJhl of Persian music has its 
own special repertoire of melodies (gOshjh-hS) 
which explore the most characteristic aspects of 

the modi' The meiorl.es evolve from I hr- mode 
m a system corresponding to the traditional 
s|>atial connection system

The spatial connection system of tlw bazaai 
dictates how one moves between encounter 
points. While traversing the line of the bazaar 
you meet first the- dependent indoor spaces. 
These spaces rely for their existence upon the 
primary secondary or nodal spaces, such as 
stores and shops along the bazaar route. Oc 
casionally you come upon another kind of open
ing, and thrt leads to nodal spaces. Nodal out
door spaces, as seen m the caravanserai which 
stems from the primary movement system, arc- 
essentially rooms around a courtyard. Nodal 
indoor spaces, a- m-c-o in the rime hah are essen
tially rooms around a covered courtyard there 
ts usually a central pool, and the root often has 

an open oculus. This encounter between de- 
pendent and nodal spaces and the primary 
movement system always unfolds in a ternary 
process of connrciron, transition and culmi- 
nation. It is in this same wav that a leaf jmns a 
branch or a vase unites with the space around 

When we look to traditional musical forms.
and in particular to the- musical connection sys
tem. tl»e correspondences between the modes 
and mrtod.es and the system of the bazaar are 
striking.

The musician moves from the mode to the 
melodies m a funicular way: there is a system of 
connection. Small or short melodies never leave 
the mode They stay at the same scale but use a 
diffi-rent tone Thev act as dependent indoor 
spaces m relation to the- line. However through 
the use of a central melody (s«hgudwhh one 

moves into a new area where the beginning note 
ts calk'd a witness (shahid). Thi* moves through 
an introductory phase which is the transition 
into the central melody or culmination space.

A composition Is essentially several melodies 
put together following a traditional order that 
involves an increasingly higher range for suc
cessive melodies The bazaar is essentially a 
series »f dependent spaces, sometimes em
phasized through a space which serves as a 
crossing with an elevated root which heightens 
tlw- main line of the bazaai

Each mdodv has a descent ifurudi. a short 
melody played at the conclusion of a longer 
melody «o connect it to the parent mode: as one 
re-enters the mam bazaar space from the nodal 
spaces, ohe moves through the same descent 
back to the parent line

The melody or tonal system provides the 
model and rhythmic features of a cornposition h 
shapes the ntelixly by giving it mood and char
acter It ts the Gestalt of iracMtonai music: it pro
vides something more than the sum of the parts. 
Tlie same is true- of the traditKin.il spatial system 
The rhythm of dependent spaces, with the vari
ation oi openings to nodal spaces, provides a 
Crstair

In the tonal system the generic features of tlvc 
mrtodies are range location and extent of 
tones*. < ontiguration of notes <m (he range* and 
the hierarchy of notes motes of stress. Mopping, 
etc • In the spatial system the generic features 
are the range of spaces, their location and ex
tent. (heir geometric configuration, and the- spa 
tial connection system which provides a hier
archy of spaces within tire mam order

Architecture

connection 

tramitMin 

culmnation

Pottery 

mouth 

neck

Ixxh

Botany

connection

Mem

tear 

from far left

Spatial connection system the bazaar. Rczaiyeh. 
Iran

Outdoor nodal space - the mam courtyard of a 
madrasah or college, the Madrasah-yi-Nimawar 
Isfahan Iran

Spatial system plan of segment of the bazaar, 
KAshAn Iran by Nader Atdalan. The darker line is 
the primary bazaar route, the lighter the secon
dary residential paths; nodal spaces are outlined 
with broken lines

Primary movement system, digrams from Ar- 
dalan and Bakhtiar Th? Sense of t/nih
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Rhythm and Symmetry
Traditional archrtecturc capture* space through 
geometric forms. Traditional music relate* to 
melodic* (gushab-fai rathef Hun scales (that i* 
space rather tlun shape! as the framework oi a 
composition. Bv symmetrically repeating the 
forms in serial or circular order a moving archi
tecture «s crcated that reads like a musical 
composition. Serial or binary forms balance and 
*u< ceed each other in arithmetical proportion 
a* seen in the symmetry of the dependent 
spaces along the route ol the bazaar

In the ternary or circular form, the dividing 
line between two symmetrical halve* becomes 
an autonomous connecting space which delays 
the fulfilment of the symmetry Repetition fulfils 
the symmetry through a balance of total im
pression* A courtyard space may balance a 
domed sanctuary space, the connection being 
the iivJn or porch.

A* the movement system extends, com
bmations of serial and circular symmetry 
become apparent. Dependent space* of vanous 
sizes repeat themselves la. b. c. d, a) or alternat 
ing dependent and nodal spaces combine binary 
and ternary or serial and circular symmetrical 
forms (a. b. a. b, al. Each ol the dependent or 
nodal spaces is itself designed according to 
geometrical law*, and their symmetrical re
petition constitute* lhe flow.

The role of time in traditional architecture lies 
in rhythm, the succession of boundary line* that 
allow an unbroken rhythmic flow, like tlx- wave* 
of the sea 'Macrocosmic allv and microcosmi- 
callv. nature has disposed itself in rhythm. Only 
through rhythm is one able to escape rhe prison 
of lime Sature contains continual repetition, in
spiring man to imitate her in her mode of oper
ation through an open-ended. C ontinuou* 
movement system iArdalan and Bakhtiar The 
Sense of Unify.!

Circular and *t*nal symmetry: plan of segment of 
the bazaar. KlsMn Iran from Ardalan and Bakh- 
liar. lhe Sense ol I iut\. The lettering denotes tlx 
individuality of each unit along the main bazaar 
route (see previous page-

vrn.if wmnieuy
a, a. a, a.

Cmufar symmetry. rerrury
1 2 J 4 5 b 7 a
aha «a ada He aga hj aja aU

CM uUr symmrtry, bnwy

9
hh 
vS

Combined < ■« and mW pjf fems
III The tempo ard thcrHorv the muxeal (spatia® character or thn particular mov«-mmt' is created by the cum
ulative serial and circular rhythms encountered there in motion Thu*

2 4 7 8

a g a a

aaaaaabsaaadaaaaa

t 3
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MYSTICAL POETRY

Mystical poetry may be <ie$Cribed as a harmony 
of religion, philoMiphv and an. constituting the 
deepest and finest expcessHxi the mystic spirit 
It ts a synthesis ot thought fi-elmg and imagina
tion wIik h rec alh and awakens the inner Senses 

Arab* was the first language in which Sufis 
whatever their nationality, were accustomed to 
teach and write The early tracts and epistles 
abound in technical terms and were evidently 
not addressed to persons untrained m theology 
They form the basis for the popular and poetical 
form of Sufism. In the tenth century there was a 
(lowering of literature in Persun which was to in
spire most of the later Suh poetic expression.

The Sufis first turned to the ruM'f form, which 
made no [Metensions to learning and could 
readitv be adored to express mystical thought 
and sentiment in a simple way The qasida and 
gh.izjj were also cultivated. Init if was not until 
the mathruwi form was created and borrowed 
from epic poetry that the full powers of Sufi 
expression were allowed to blossom The Sufi 
ourhnawf is didactic, and appears to be model
led on its prose- counterpart, the discourse or 
sermon preached by a Shaykh to the disciples 
who gathered around him, This form accepts 

Musical 
Transcription

English 
Transliteration

Persian 
Transc option

Feat

JIIA>>fl FAOLoN U'.o

Mr i FA'aLoN I..U

> iJ’WJ’ti MaFA.LoN

M Mr. MoST.fat.oN

FAt-LaToN Wul.

MoFA'eLaToN cilxlx.

MoTcFAetoN laalaao

legends Irom the Quran, traditions of the Pro
phet. sayings, anecdotes, and miracles of holy 
men parables, allegories and so forth. Whether 
the mathmwi is a general survey of Suh doctrine 
or a romance depicting the soul’s love for God 
and her pilgrimage in Quest of Kun as a rule rt 
introduces many other stories

The < omlMUtum ot six elements determined 
by whether the word has two < 1st mobile. 2nd 
quiet), two (both mobile three 11st and 2nd 
mobile kd quiet: three (1st and Ird mobile. 2nd 
quiet) four list three mobile 4th quiet) or five (1st 
four mobile. 5th quiet i letters gives rise to seven 
principal feeL Persian metric notation is thrixigh 
long (I! and short Io) sounds

Starting with tlw pnneipfe that Persian poetry 
has four tempos, formed from a certain number 
ol measures all of wfwc h are reducible to eight 
short beats including rests the quaver or eighth 
note is the unit of measure used to show the re
lationship ot music to metre

Tlie union of two or more feet gives rm- to a 
metre A half-verse ts called a hemistich. A group 
of two verses, ot quatrain, is r ailed a rubi'l. In 
this form, the first, second and fourth hcmistichs 
must rhyme among themselves. Some poets 

even make the four hemistich* rhyme together 
A group of 6 to H verses is called a gha/al or 
ode The lorm ot the ode is used primarily lor 
love (toems, whic h often veil mystic intuitions 
The two hcmisiichs of the first verse should 
rhyme, and thereafter only the second beme 
stKIls ot the verses rhyme together

If the number of verses exceeds fifteen we 
liave a qaUr/a/i. in which the- two hemistich* ot 
the hrst verse must be equal in letters and move
ment Ihe mathnawf n a form m which c-ach 
verse has a particular rhyme and each pair of 
hemistic hs rhyme* togrther The second chart 
shows the metres nt some works of poetry and 
their musical transcription.

The care given to the details ot each verse or 
poetry withm the poem as a totality unified by a 
single rhyme and dominated by one general 
sentiment, is a structural principle which appears 
m all Sufi arts. Each verse corresponds to the 
primary image of the arabesque m its continued 
repetition of a single theme

All the metaphysical, cosmological, psycho
logical and religious symbol* dcM nbed in this 
book (see pp. 25-30. 5fe-fe H can be found in 
mystical poetry But there are certain symbols 
which remain part ot one particular means of ex
pression, and this holds true for mystical poetry 
as well as for other art forms

Although the mystical poets all relate to the 
Islamic tradition in seeking the inward spiritual 
journey, they often find themselves in disagree
ment with exotericists who follow the Divine 
Law but refuse to allow that the inner spiritual 
journey is (XisMblt- Symbols evolved which 
shocked the general public, and rt was for this 
reason that many of the poets were felt to be 
heretics. In fact, they are expressing a subtle 
point by using words from the Quran in a special 
way While outwardly defying the jurists, they 
inwardly embodied in their work the Way of 
Islam

It should be pointed out that these poetic 
images are not simply metaphors, if we define 
metaphor in the Aristotelian sense of a transfer
ence based on the observation ol analogy’ It is 
not the case tlwt an extraordinary experience 
occurs to a mystic and (hen the mystic describes 
rt through a metaphor. On the contrary, the 

vision or image r> the metaphor, and this is why 
the terms we are about to describe are really 
symbols, lor the expressions used by the mystics 
are simply the sens*le form in which the mystic 
sees Realitv

A world of metaphorical experiences was ex
pressed in poetry through images drawn from 
pre-lslamic traditions; wine, the cup-bearer, the 
tavern and intoxicants, all of which an- forbidden 
m the Quran m their outward form. Sufi poets 
took these words and through spiritual her
meneutics interpreted them at a metaphysical- 
psvchologk al level

Wine ts a symbol for the ecstasy which causes 
the Sufi to be beside himself when in the pre
sence of a vision or emanation ot the Beloved, h 
is the symbol of the Absolute, manifested and 
present. Wine is the catalyst which causes a 
motion between the mystic's soul and the spiri
tual vision and for the mystic this is love, which 
is itself the goal of (he Quest, and yet, paradoxi
cally. forms the greatest obstacle to the seeker

The cup-bearer, sfiq). causes one to drink, and 
it is the attention ot the saq) (hat one seeks. I lie 
cup-bearer bnngs the wine ot love and affection, 
and symbolizes the Shaykh who guides one 
through love to drink of Divine Knowledge.

The tavern, may kh^neh, symbolizes the bean 
of the mystic, the dwelling-place of love, love 
which expand* the traveler's heart The wine
seller or vintner, khamrtui. is (he perfect disciple 
who knows the Qualities of God and the essence 
ol Muhammad i*»*. To be a haunter of taverns 
is to be freed of self for the tavern is in a world 
that has no similitude The tavern is a sanctuary 
which has no place: rt ts the nest of the bird of 
the soul

Intoxicated ones, mast Jn. are lovers of God, 
Sufis who are drowned in the sea of Unity, ac
quainted with mysteries but unaware of the vi
cissitudes of this world. They are ones who have 
a vision of the Beloved which has no semblance 
to the sensible wnrid of existence

The veii symbolizes another aspect of self to 
the mystic poet. Veils arc feelings of guilt so to 
bi- veiled is to be ashamed because ol *m When 
the mystic attaches si4l to the Shaykh. tlx- 
F riend ot God lx- sells his vededriess. Ins slwmed- 
ness. and comes closer to the- Divine.
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THE SCIENCE OF LETTERS 

llm-i-abjad

lhe concept ’hat ’he nature and secret ol a 
letter w alive when it is compounded to form 
words, wink* words art- correspondingly alive 
wrthm created things, is the basic pnne iplr nt 
the m iem e of letters All c reated things move in 
different stage* because of tin- constant renewal 
of creation, and tlw secret of all created things 
lies in the word lhe Sufi authors of treatises on 
tlx- science ot letters affirm that this science re- 
veals the beautiful Names of God as manifested 
in the world of nature 1hese Divine* expressions 
originate in the letters which hold the secrets 
alive within created things.

Some Sufis considered the secret was in the 
inherent temperament of a letter They divided 
the letters info four groups, symbolizing the four 
elements through their inherent nature Thus.

tey letter* rape!<old•"'*< increaH 
heat when if is desirable in both its physical and 
astrologK al sense Watery letters repel ImH dis
eases. such as fevers, and me rease cold powers.

Still other* relate that the secret lies in the 
letters relation to numerical proportion, letters 
ot the alphabet indicate numeric al values, which 
by nature are inherent m them. Thus there 
comes to exist a correspondenc c between 
letters and the« numeric al value for instant e 
there is a relationship between b ,,nd
r J because all three of them indicate 2 in its 
different positions

There are magic squares for words as well as 
tor numbers Each group ot letters has its 
numerical value, and thus a partu ular kind ol 
magic square which fits rt.
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Letters were divided according to then < or- 
respondencrv with the four elements, and a 
number was attached to each of them The sys
tems differed between the eastern and western 
ends of the Islamic world.

The numerical significance of the Divine Name 
’ Afi. the Almighty, from which was derived the 
name of the son-in-law ol the Prophet, can be 
determined by adding up the numbers m any 
Completc tow and subtracting the two numbers 
left and right of (or above and below) centre.

Verse 37 of < Iwpter 2 of the Quran, thereafter 
Adam received certain words from hrs lord and 
Hr turned towards him is above distributed so 
that it c.an be read in a number of ways.

The Divine Name AlUh corresponds to 6b. left 
the square itself is formed of die Name, contain
ing thrice three numbers which in any direction 
add up to 66:

21 26 W

20 22 24

25 18 23

115114



MYSTICAL DREAMS
Ruya’ha

The mystical dream in Sufism is a spurtual ethos 
that IS found Within the prophet* traditions ot 
Klam As Muhammad k the last Prophet in our 
cycle of humanity, the Sufi is never in doubt that 
the dreams and viMOm which he personally re
ceive* testify to his Saintship (walSyat) and not to 
Prophethood inubuwwatt Mystical dreams are, m 
other words. expressmen of inspiration, not of re
velation . for the concept of watiyat relates to lhe 
spiritual initiation ot the 'people c>t God

I lie gesture ot mystical dreams points to the 
'afam-i-miih.il the work! of symbols and simili
tudes. the mundus imagrrwlk. This world exists 
between the sensible, phenomenal world and 
the world of intelligible noumcna

'The mundus imaginalis is a world ot auto
nomous forms and images, torms m suspense, 
that is, not inherent in a material substratum like 
the colour blac k m a Mack table, but in sus
pense' in the place of them appearanc e. in the 
imagination, like an image suspended in a mirror 
It is a perfectly real world, preserving all the rich
ness and diversity ol the sensible world but in a 
spiritual state. The existence of this world pre
supposes that it is possible to leave the sensible 
slate without leaving physical extension 
Neither the physical senses nor the pure intellect 
are the organs apprehending this world: it is 
grasped by 'suprasensible senses’, essentially an 
imaginative consciousness. .. It rs not fantasy

We mini posit that "the imagination is the in- 
< ar nation ol thought m image and the placing of 
lIm- image m being : (H. Corbin, The Visionary 
Dream in Islamic Spirituality’.!

According to Mulla SadrJ the sixteenth
century Persian theosopher the active imagm- 
anon is like the Intellect, a purely spiritual faculty 
whose existence is not conditioned by the 
physical organism’

I Ins theory of imaginative knowledge, 
llmuglit activated by imagination, forms the 
basts for the validity ol suprasenstble perceptions 
and mystical dreams

lhe- mystic, in exile. prays ceaselessly from the 
depth of Ming to be given a Incnd. a teacher of 
truth, a companion and spiritual gmde to lead 
lhe Way Tor the whole meaning of existence to 
lhe Sufi is to find lhe Way ot the- return It cannot 
be accomplished without a guide What is essen
tial rs the individual (wtsonal bond between the 
initiate and the initiator IM- initiator appears 
under vanous names ‘Perfect Nature . the wit
ness <1 Heaven the angel ol the philosopher', 
the invisible maMrr'. and so forth, but the con 
cept is always one of an archetypical levd where 
one en< ounters one’s inner spiritual guide

Expressions of mystical visions and dreams 
which were spiritual initiations for the Sufi 
abound and no more than a tew can be shown 
here

RuzM-han Baqli ot Shiriz (d. 12091

/ seemed fo be m my vision on the 
mountain or the east. arid I saw there a 
great group ot angels f mm the east to 
lhe west stretched a vast sea There was 
nothing else to be seen Then the angels 
said to me. L nlcf the .sea and swim io the 
is est I entered the sea and began to 
swim. When I armed at the place of the 
setting sun as it was going down. I saw a 
group of angels on the mountain ot the 
west they weir illuminated hy the light 
of the setting sun. They called to me 
'You. down below, swim and have no 
fear When I at last reac bed lhe moun
tain. they said to me, No one has c tossed 
this sea except ’ Afl ihn Ahl Tjkb and you 
alter him

Fantasy on marbled paper, lurkish school. 16th 
c., by courtesy of the logg Art Museum. I larvard 
University (Purchase - Grace Nichols Strong 
I und, I rancts H Burr Fund, and Friends of the 
I Ogg Art Museum Fundi.

Muhyl’d Din Ibn 'Arabi(d, 12401

The power ot lhe active imagination de
velops m me to the point that it presents 
my mystic beloved to me visually in a 
bodily. objective. extra-mental figure just 
as the Angel Gabriel appeared bodily to 
the eyes nt the Prophet Ar first. I did not 
teel strong enough to look at this figure It 
spoke to me I heard and understood 
These apparitions leit me in such a state 
that lor many days I could not take any 
nounshment. Tach time I went to lhe 
table. the figure was standing at the 
table's end. looking at me and saying in a 
language I could hear with my ears Will 
you par while contemplating me' It was 
impossible lor me to cat. but I did not feel 
hunger! I was so fultot my vision that I 
slutted myself and became drunken in 
contemplating the figure to the point that 
this contemplation took the place ot all 
nourishment My good appearance as
tonished my friends w ho knew nt my 
total abstinence The tact is that I con
tinued tor a long lime without lasting a 
bit ot food not expcncnc mg ether hun
ger or thirst. All the while this figure was 
never out ol my sight whether I was 
standing or sifting moving or resting.

Naimoddin KobrJ Id 1221'

When the circle oi the lace has become 
pure. it gives off light like a spring empty
ing water. so that the mystic has a Ivchng 
(by his awareness ol the suprasensible) ol 
flashing lights irradiating from his face 
This flashing appears between lhe eyes 
and rhe eyebrows. It continues until if 
r overs lhe whole face When this hap
pens, there appears before you. facing 
your face, another Face, equally ol light It 
also radiates light, while behind its trans
parent veil a sun becomes visible which 
appears to be animated by oscillation. 
Actually this face fe your own face, and 
the sun is lhe sun ol the Spirit who 
comes and goes in your body later 
purity submerges all your person, and 
behold you see before you a person oi 
light from which lights also irradiate. The 
mysbc notices these lights proc ceding 
from his entire person. Often the veil falls 
revealing the whole realty oi the person, 
and it is then that you perceive atl with 
the whole of your body The opening ol 
interior vision, the vision's organ of light, 
begins with the eyes, continues to the 
face-, followed by the breast finally by the 
entire body. It is this person of light 
before you who is called the suprasen
sible guide in Sulk terminology

Shamsoddln UhljHd 15061

One night after pravers were finished and 
lhe IrturgK al rec tatron prescribed for the 
nocturnal hours. I continued to meditate 
Absorbed in ecstasy, I had a vision. There 
was a khAnaqah extremely lofty If was 
open, and I was inside lhe kh.1naqah 
Suddenly, I saw (hat I was outside. I saw 
that the entire universe, in the structure if 
presents, consists oi light, Everything had 
become one colour, and alt the atoms oi 
all the beings proclaimed. 1 am the 
truth.' each in the manner proper to its 
being and with the force particular to 
eac h I was unable to interpret property' 
what manner of being had made them 
proclaim this. I laving seen these things m 
my vision, an intoxication and an exal
tation, a desire and an extraordinary de
lectation w ere born w ithm me. I wanted 
to fly in the air. but I saw that there was 
something resembling a piece of wood at 
my feet which prevented my taking tfcghr 
With violent emotion. I kicked the 
ground m every possible manner until 
this piece ot wood lei go. Like an arrow 
shouting forth from lhe bow. but a hund
red times stronger, I rose and moved into 
lhe distance When I arrived al the first 
Heaven. I saw that the moon had split 
and I passed through rhe moon Then 
returning from this state and absence I 
found myselt again present
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COSMOLOGY AND 
SPIRITUAL ASTRONOMY

Stifi cosmology is bast'd on Alexandrian hermeti- 
cism. and its spontaneous identification of 
appearances. constant and rhythmic, of the 
semibk* world with its eternal prototypes.

Ibn ‘Arabi encompasses the essential truth ot 
a Iwliocentric universe m his cosmology The sun 
is the pole <qulb) and the bean of the world It has 
a central position in the hierarchy ol the celestial 
spheres there are seven spheres above the sun 
and seven below it. The Ovine Throne- symhol- 
ues the synthesis or all ot the cosmos, and at the 
opposite end is the earth, the centre of fixation

The Z3'ir^h is a table, devoerl by as-Sabti. 
m which, through astrology and the science of 
letters, one is able to answer questions about the 
tuture. The procedure ts very complicated, and 
only a brief summary can be given here

The operation with a question requites seven 
principles: < 1) the number of the letters of the 

chord; <2> the retention of tlwir cycles after div
ision by twelve; □» the knowledge of the degree 
of the ascendant. (41 the ruler of the zodiac al 
Sign, 15) the greatest principal cycle which is al 
ways one ibi the result ol adding the ascendant 
to the principal cycle; and (71 the result of mul
tiplying ascendant plus cycle by the ruler ol the 
zodiacal sign and of adding the ruler of the sign 
to the ascendant The whole operation takes 
place m three cycles multiplied by tour

Ibn 'Arabi clesc nbes the setting out ol the uni
verse through correspondences which relate the 
mac roc osm to the microcosm: God set the sun 
to he a lamp to Rive light to the peo|>k* of the 
earth (71 15-16 and likewise He has set the Spirit 
Iriihl in the body to Rive light to the body there
by. *o that when it departs at death, the body is 
darkened. |ust as the earth is darkened when the 
sun disappears Then Hr set the Intellect I'aqfl to 
be as the moon which shines in the heavenly 
vault, at one time waxing and at another waning. 
At its beginning it is small, being the new moon, 
gist as the intelligence is but small when man is 
little, but increases like as the moon increases to 

the night of its fullness, after which it begins to 
decrease Then He placed ui the sky the five 
star* [Mercury. Venus. luprter. Mars and Saturnl 
namely, the stars of retrograde motion which 
run backwards, to which correspond the five 
senses, i.e. taste, smell, touch, hearing and see
ing.

'Then in the world ot the heavens He set a 
Throne and a Pedestal. The Throne lie brought 
into existence and set as something to which 
the hearts of Hrs servants might tum. a place to 
winch they might raise their hand*, not as a 
place where He Himselt might be or as a symbol 
oi Hrs Qualities for in the* case ol the Merciful 
One - exalted be He - the sitting is but one of 
the qualifying, descriptive epithets applied to 
Him These qualifying, descriptive epithets are 
connected with His essence, whereas the Throne 
is one of the things He created It is not attached 
to Him. does not touch Him. He is not borne by 
it. and He has no need of rt. As lor thr Pedestal, it 
»the storehouse of His secrets, the quiver for 
holding Hts lights; and the heavens and the- earth 
are the depository for all that is m the circle of 
His wide-spreading Pedestal. So He has set man's 
breast to be as the Pedestal, for m it are stored aH 
the attainments of knowledge It stand* like a 
courtyard at the gate of the heart and the soul 
w ith two doors opening to them, so that all good 
proceeding from the heart or evil proceeding 
from the soul is stored in the breast from which 
it proceeds to the productive members.

The heart He set to be as the Throne His 
Throne in the heavens is something known about 
whereas His throne on earth is a lodgtoR-place 
and thus the throne of the heart is a nobler thing 
than (he Throne of the heavens, tor that Throne 
is not wide enough for Him; does not bear Him. 
docs not perceive I lint: but this throne is some
thing towards which at all times He looks, to 
which Hr reveal* Himself. or to which He sends 
down from heaven His bounty, tor He has said: 
"My heavens were not wide enough to hold Me 
nor My earth but the heart ot my believing ser
vant holds Me itbn 'Arabi. Shajarar-al-kawn.i

The celestial spheres in the cosmology of Ibn 
’Arabi.

The Za’/rajah of as-Sahtl, diagram by I tarn Dunne 
from Ibn Khaldun The Muqaddimah
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Izut.su


expressing hidden 
archetypes in concrete 
symbols To the Sufi, 
both lhe ritual of the 
worshipper and the 
work of the craftsman 
evoke the life which 
resides within all things 
the preparedness of 
matter to answer the 
call of God. The basis of 
Sufism, as of all Islam, 
lies in the twin doctrines 
ol the Unity of Being 
('There is no god but 
God1) and the Universal 
Prototype ( Muhammad 
is the Prophet of God') 
Through the Sufi themes 
of the descending arc of 
Creation, the formation 
of the human soul, and 
its return through the 
ascending arc of the 
Quest, latch Bakhliar 
brings to light the 
spiritual reality which 
underlies the forms and 
rhythms of lhe Islamic 
tradition.


